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Exhibitions

These exhibitions have been initiated through the continuing cooperation between the Vargas Museum an
the Japan Foundation, Manila to foster conditions of curatorial learning and exchange. The project Curato
Development Program, which began in 2009, gathered 17 par ticipants in 2018 for a workshop, co-organize
the Philippine Contemporar y Ar t Network . Five proposals were chosen from this cohor t to be presented in
range of platforms : exhibition, publication, and public program.
These initiatives explore the potentials of curatorial practice to shape space discursively and to shape
discourse spatially. They are attentive to how knowledge is produced, activated, or discussed and how a
proposition is realized in a par ticular ecology of site and constituency.
Through these gestures, the curators reveal the anxieties and desires of their time as they look back on
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Curatorial Development
Program

The Japan Foundation has organized various kinds of art exhibitions
and arts exchange programs, working with artists and curators in
Southeast Asia. Some of these projects were designed to support
young curators in this region.

The concept and role of “curators” depend entirely on the institutions,
history, and environments of the arts of each country. Therefore, what
Patrick D. Flores, director of the Philippine Contemporary Art Network
(PCAN) and Mariko Okeda of the Japan Foundation, Manila, welcome
the participants to the Curatorial Development Workshop 2018.

the Japan Foundation aims to achieve in and from the projects is to
develop a shared understanding of the similar problematics, and,
through extensive discussions, to explore each of the “curatorship” roles
in the artistic fields in Japan and in the countries of Southeast Asia.
One such project was Condition Report in 2017, presented by the Japan
Foundation Asia Center, involving emerging young curators from Japan
and Southeast Asia. The project was composed of two parts, with
the general theme being, “What is Southeast Asia?” The first phase of
Condition Report consisted of four collaborative exhibitions in Jakarta,
Kuala Lumpur, Manila, and Bangkok, with a total of 21 curators from 9
Asian countries in the first half of 2017. The second part presented 14
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local exhibitions each curated by 14 junior curators, held in the latter half
of 2017. In the process of the project, research trips and workshops were
conducted for the curators in each country.

In the Philippines, the Japan Foundation, Manila has partnered with the
University of the Philippines Vargas Museum since 2009 to conduct

University of the Philippines professor and architect Maria Faith
Varona leads the discussions on “Public Space as Community Space.”

curatorial workshops under our programs, such as JENESYS (invitation
program for creators from Asia Pacific countries), RUN & LEARN (training
program for young curators from Southeast Asia), and Condition Report
as mentioned above. Our goal is to enhance expertise in curating
contemporary art and related platforms, and to establish stronger
networks for the next generation of curators and artists in the region.
The Japan Foundation, Manila has taken the initiative of this program to
continue on the local level with the longstanding partnership with the
Vargas Museum and a new partner, the Philippine Contemporary Art
Network (PCAN) beginning in 2018. For the local program, we focused on
the development of curatorial practice in the Philippines, and conducted
workshops with Filipino and Japanese resource persons and mentors.

Mizuki Takahashi, executive director and chief curator of the
Centre for Heritage, Arts and Textile (CHAT)
in Hong Kong talks about her curatorial practice.

7

Takahashi discusses with the workshop participants how ideas of
space inform her curatorial practice.

8

The two-day Curatorial Development program concludes
with a public symposium on the relationship of space
and curation. PCAN members Tessa Maria Guazon,
Renan G. Laru-an, Robert G. Paulino, Patrick D. Flores, and
program faculty Mizuki Takahashi talk about their projects
and Professor Lisa Ito-Tapang of the University of the
Philippines College of Fine Arts moderates the discussion.

During the Curatorial Workshop in 2018, participants were requested

was moderated by Lisa Ito-Tapang who was one of the curators of the

to present their unique and bold exhibition and art project proposals.

Condition Report program.

Three guest lecturers were invited to speak on their expertise: Mizuki
Takahashi, Executive Director, Centre for Heritage, Arts and Textile in

After the workshop, Karl Albais, Pristine de Leon, Jay Nathan Jore, Carlos

Hong Kong; Joseph Palis, Assistant Professor of the Department of

Quijon, Jr., and Cristian Tablazon were selected to realize their art projects

Geography, University of the Philippines Diliman; and Maria Faith Varona,

generously hosted by the Vargas Museum in 2019. With the guidance

Assistant Professor from the College of Architecture, University of the

of PCAN, the young curators’ art projects show various perspectives

Philippines Diliman. Workshop participants received comments and

on “space,” history, and art; from the cosmos to the specific lives,

suggestions from the mentors from PCAN, namely, Patrick D. Flores,

experiences, and practices in the Philippines.

Roberto G. Paulino, Tessa Maria Guazon, and Renan G. Laru-an.
The Japan Foundation, Manila truly hopes to continue the curatorial
At the end of the two-day workshop, a public roundtable discussion

development program and the partnership with the Vargas Museum and

was also held at the Vargas Museum, entitled “Space and Discourse in

PCAN to support the development of Filipino curators that we believe is

Curatorial Practice.” The discussions focused on space and discourse

important within the rapidly evolving art scene in the Philippines.

in curatorial work, with the aim of consolidating the proposals by the

			

2018 Curatorial Workshop participants. The roundtable discussion

			

The Japan Foundation, Manila
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Essays
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Curator as Vector:

Foundation, Museum, Workshop, Network
Patrick D. Flores
Curator, Vargas Museum
Director, Philippine Contemporary Art Network

Heady surely were those times in the region and in the country
in the late sixties through the seventies when the artistcurator set the terms of how exhibitions were shaped and
how the public coalesced adjacent to their exciting, oftentimes
confounding experiments. And because this personage, this
vector, exceptionally harnessed the multiple talents of creative

through post-colonial conceptualism and institutional critique,

production and the condensation of this productive algorithm

and swung back to artist-curator. When it swung again, the

in the contact zone that was the exhibition, the artist-curator

artist tended to recede or waver, as the curatorial function

generated a bureaucratic impulse, even as at the same time it

gathered the mileage of a redistributed sensible agency, at once

grew an artist-staged ecology, which was by turns precarious,

artistic, annotative, historicizing, and interlocutionary, at a time

risky, self-referential. The incipient conviviality, therefore, likewise

when the local art world needed to be intelligible elsewhere

meant a proto-institutionality replacing a type of custodianship

as it was decisively being drawn into an internationalist and

of objects that may have rigidified in the museum system and

globalized meshwork of the hyperflexible contemporary. In the

the heritage industry in the course of certain repetitions of the

Philippines, the more legible art hovered around the conjuncture

doxic. The pendulum thus swung from artist to curator, partly

of high modernism and late abstraction, social realism and
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people’s art, indigenous or local aesthetics, feminism, and a

and kinetic circuit. This alternation complicated the status of

largely unacknowledged postcolonial, transmedia, inter-ethnic

independence because the said curatorial distinction opened

and queer diasporic corpus.

up to another kind of micro-dispersal across previously
normative entities like artist or curator. The hypen would thus

When this independent curator in the west found a level of

split, or further concatenate, from within, so that it was no longer

distinction and elicited a demand for its acumen sometime in

quite instructive to tease out solitary filaments of the artistic,

the nineties, the curatorial métier was assimilated into a more

the curatorial, the academic, and so on in the braid or the

disciplinal framework, with the educational system enfolding it

entanglement or the brocade.

into its specialization and consequently its professionalization,
only that it was amenable, in the same breath, to absorb another This is I think where we are at as we reflect on the Curatorial
germane potential: that it can be independent. The “independent Development Workshop in 2018 and its projects for 2019-2020.
curator” is to be distinguished from the institutional curator, who A history of the cooperation between the Japan Foundation and
is more hinged to a perceived bureaucracy. There may, however,

the Vargas Museum may shed light on the effort of the curatorial

be independence reinscribed within the institution, with the

workshop to supplement whatever education the Philippine

institutional curator exercising some self-governing options,

locality could yield. A more formal structure of curatorial

sliding between spheres of practice, and embodying the

education has been instituted at the Department of Art Studies

much-dreaded bureaucracy to imbibe it as auto-management.

of the University of the Philippines in Diliman. The path towards

In these parts, the notion of independence is not cathected to

the institution of the curatorial discipline within art studies was

the premise of autonomy; it is, rather, construed as a shifting

paved by a course in Curatorship and Museum Management

latitude, and not so much an alienating sovereignty.

offered in the late eighties. In 1998, curatorship as an area of

Over time, the independent curator would work across

concentration was formalized into the Museum Studies track

circuits of agglomeration, such as the prodigious biennale, but

within the Master’s in Art Studies program, alongside the foci on

would also be part of a wider peer-to-peer, more horizontal

Art History and Art Theory and Criticism. In 2012, it was renamed

12

Curatorial Studies. According to the department’s documents,

reflects the critique of the museum as an institution and as a

the revisions pertained to “a broadening of the field from

discourse. In the past decade, the museum has been subjected

museum studies to curatorial studies. The shift is a response

to intense reconsideration. The context of its modernity in the

to challenges brought about by the transforming nature of

19th century as co-incident with developments in art history and

museums locally and globally, and the increasing importance

capitalism has been re-evaluated in light of current reflections

of curatorial practice in the cultural life of the society, of which

on the theory of modernities outside Europe and North America.

the museum is but one modality and platform.” According to the

The situatedness of its practice in local settings and within

Department, “while ICOM (International Council of Museums)

colonial histories has been foregrounded to challenge its

limits the role of the curator to ‘the care, development,

projected universal claims and norms. And the standards and

study, enhancement and management of the collections

dispositions guiding the profession have been rethought to

of the museum,’ the term ‘curatorial’ refers to a complex

address these challenges and transformations, specifically in

practice encompassing a range of modalities: cultural work,

the face of highly differentiated and demanding publics. The

exhibition-making, institution-building, networking, and setting

shift from museum studies to curatorial studies is thus a shift

interdisciplinary events. Curatorial practice may or may not

that is responsive to the practical and theoretical exigencies of

be undertaken in an institution, such as the museum and the

the field of contemporary cultural production and the aspirations

academe. Curatorial practice may be independent and as such

of a constantly emergent discipline of art studies.” 1

engages in an array of projects exceeding the purview of the
institution: space-making, conceptualizing and commissioning
artists for an exhibition, writing curatorial essays, and so on.
Without excluding the traditional function of the museum, the
shift widens the field and platforms of carrying out tasks related
to making art and culture accessible to diverse publics.” The
curatorial is explicated as “a more open and reflexive term that

1

Proposed Curricular Revisions of the MA Art Studies (Museum Studies),
Department of Art Studies, University of the Philippines, Diliman, 2012.
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Installation shot of Anino Shadowplay Collective
and guest artists’ work for Yari (2010)

Installation shot of Bliss Market (2012)

The initiative between the Japan Foundation and the Vargas

from the participants, at the Aomori Contemporary Art Centre

Museum preceded the change of name from Museum to

(ACAC) in Japan as an intern curator. He was involved in the

Curatorial Studies. It began in 2009 with 14 participants2, who

Free House Project by Takamine Tadasu, a project in Perth,

were not more than 35 years old. The project was called the

Australia, and realized his proposal in an exhibition titled Bliss

Curatorial Development Workshop and aimed to “provide a

Market: Exchange in Time, Space of Transience in 2012. Another

platform for interaction among young curators, their peers,

participant, Don Salubayba, though not selected for the JENESYS

and established practitioners in the field.” The participants

program, was able to organize his proposal, Yari, as well at the

were chosen from an open call and presented their proposals

Vargas in 2010.

in a workshop setting, in conversation with curators, artists,
and gallerists3 who spoke on their respective practices. The

2

Buen Calubayan, Jeffrey Carnay, Malaya “Lai” Del Rosario, Riel Hilario,
Jaime Pacena II, Bryan Anthony Paraiso, Don Salubayba,
Randel Urbano, Wesley Valenzuela, Clod Yambao,
Solrac Capistrano, Geronimo Cristobal, Avie Felix, and Marc Gaba

3

Joselina Cruz, Karen Flores, Sandra Palomar, Eileen Legaspi-Ramirez,
Jose Tence Ruiz, Isa Lorenzo, and Noel Cuizon

Japan Foundation situated the workshop within the JENESYS
(Japan-East Asia Network of Exchange for Students and Youth)
program which funded the residency of Jaime Pacena II, chosen

14

The Japan Foundation and the Vargas Museum followed through
the inaugural workshop in 2011 with 21 participants.4 This time
it was aligned with the goal to “provide a platform for exchange
between established curators5 and younger practitioners.” The
speakers were asked to share hindsight on their endeavors.
Through the same JENESYS program, the chosen participant
Buen Calubayan was hosted by the ACAC as a curatorial intern,
as well as conducted a study of art projects in public spaces
in Tokyo.
In 2014, the applications to the workshop were guided by the
question “What does it mean to be a curator today?” and the
broad theme of “history of negotiations” in the Philippines and
elsewhere. The workshop invited 14 participants , including
6

Yoshinori Niwa’s Selling the Right to Name a Pile of
Garbage for Forces at Work (2014)

three from Japan who interacted with a more focused pool
of speakers. 7 This workshop was integrated with the larger
the successor generation of curators from Indonesia, Japan,

4 Antares Bartolome, Astrid Bullanday, Lalaine Calicdan, Buen Calubayan, Kristyn Caragay,
Gelo Carreon, Jun Cristobal, Gian Cruz, Avie Felix, Aleth Gayosa, Laya Gonzales, Ian Jaucian,
Lian Ladia, John Kenneth Paranada, Sidd Perez, Felicia Ravago, Jay Salazar, Ina Stuart Santiago,
Randel Urbano, Angge Viceral, and Clod Yambao

Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand. Con Cabrera, Merv

5 Corazon Alvina, Marian Pastor Roces, Joselina Cruz, Karen Flores, Eileen Legaspi-Ramirez,
Mitzie Icasiano, Jose Tence Ruiz, and Flaudette May Datuin

program called Run & Learn: New Curatorial Constellations for

Espina, Ricky Francisco, and Mayumi Hirano were asked to
carry out an exhibition program at the Vargas Museum. After a

6 Paula Acuin, Laya Boquiren, Con Cabrera, Merv Espina, Maria Rosario Estrada, Ricky Francisco,
Mayumi Hirano, May Francelline Jimenez, Louise Anne Marcelino, Tomohiro Masuda, Vincent
Navarro, John Kenneth Paranada, Alice Sarmiento, and Hirokazu Tokuyama

short-term study tour in Japan, they organized their projects in

7 Yasuko Furuichi, Patrick D. Flores, Mami Kataoka, Tad Ermitaño, and Toshihiko Arimoto

December 2014, collectively titled Forces at Work.
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The next edition of the workshop took place in 2015, with the
goal of enhancing “expertise in curating contemporary art and
related platforms” and to revisit the question “What is Southeast
Asia?” The proposals for the workshop responded to the theme
“Levels of the Local, Contexts of the Contemporary.” It gathered
12 participants8, including two Japanese. This edition was part of
the Condition Report program for an inter-generational dialogue
between curators9 in Southeast Asia. Lisa Ito-Tapang and Alice
Sarmiento were selected by the workshop to do a travel grant
in Japan and curatorial projects independently and within an
exhibition curated by peers with more extensive experience.

Winner Jumalon’s No Te Vayas (Don’t Go) for Almost There (2017)

Kyongfa Che and I conceived of Almost There for the Vargas
in 2017, with Lisa Ito-Tapang and Ayos Purwoaji Surip Mawardi
from Indonesia as co-curators who proposed their interventions
within the matrix.
The most recent iteration of the workshop happened in 2018,
dwelling on the process of “thinking through space in curatorial
practice” and rethinking the domain of curatorial work in
urban spaces. This time, the Vargas and the Japan Foundation
10

collaborated with the Philippine Contemporary Art Network11 to
mutually harness resources on fostering research, exhibitions,

16

8 Antares Bartolome, A.g. De Mesa, James Estrada, Iris Ferrer, Takashi Fukumoto, Lisa Ito-Tapang,
Vincent Francisco Navarro, Carlos Quijon, Jr., Alice Sarmiento, Kristine Ayra Sayat, Atsushi Shinfuji,
and Randel Urbano
9 Patrick D. Flores, Che Kyongfa, and Manny Montelibano
10 The edition involved lectures from Patrick D. Flores, Mizuki Takahashi, Joseph Palis, and Maria
Faith Varona.
11 The Philippine Contemporary Art Network (PCAN) is temporarily based at the University of the
Philippines Vargas Museum in Diliman. It focuses on three activities: Knowledge Production
and Circulation; Exhibition and Curatorial Analysis; Public Engagement and Artistic Formation.
It endeavors to activate a network to coordinate a range of interventions in contemporary art
in the Philippines and to cast a sharper profile for it on an inter-local and trans-regional scale.
It is keen to confront the requirements of research and discourse; curate art and subject the
curatorial gesture to critique; and propose modes of catalyzing the public sphere of art and in
the process harness the energies of its agents.

and discourse in Philippine contemporary art. From among

contemporary. In this respect, there has been a predisposition to

the 17 participants12, five were given the chance to curate their

nurture capacities beyond Manila, extending the line of support

exhibitions at the Vargas in the following year: Karl Albais,

to colleagues and cultural workers across the archipelago.

Pristine de Leon, Jay Nathan Jore, Carlos Quijon, Jr., and
Cristian Tablazon.

Third is the mindfulness of the poetics and process of producing
presence through an intelligence that is open to many sources

We glean lessons from this short history of the Curatorial

of knowing and unlearning, pedagogies and epistemologies.

Development Workshop of the Vargas Museum and the

It is for this reason that the 2019-2020 projects of the curators

Japan Foundation.

run the gamut of curatorial tactics that are not solely reliant on
the exhibition and its default tendency to thematize a putatively

First is the prolific ramification of the curatorial across modes

external or extraneous problematic.

of gathering sensible material beyond the exhibition. In this
regard, the faculty of the curator dilates as well, its sympathies
broadened with the mingling of the metis, or the strategies of
making and remaking lifeworlds within schema and instinct.
Second is the attentiveness directed to research, publication,
and public program as vital articulations of the curatorial,
thus complicating the desire to exhibit as the teleology of the
curatorial and replacing this teleology with the practical politics
of convening traces of the public sphere through convergences
that surround the various agencies, and urgencies, of the

Installation shot of Anino Shadowplay Collective
and guest artists’ work for Yari (2010)
12 Karl Albais, Pristine de Leon, Jay Nathan Jore, Carlos Quijon, Jr., Cristian Tablazon, John Alexis
Balaguer, Mariano Batocabe, Cristian Benitez, Eunice Lacaste, Mark Louie Lugue, Arianna
Mercado, Jeckree Mission, Dumay Solinggay, Francis Raphael Solajes, Mercedes Tolentino,
Harvey Vasquez, and Aaron Vicencio
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Fourth is the productive deployment of the procedure of
the developmental not in the sense of perfectibility, but in
arrangements that configure a horizon of resources within
which the curatorial function may resonate and intensify. Those
resources are not meant to be instrumentalized by a normative
curatorial paradigm; rather they are heightened to be able to
calibrate the prerogatives of the curatorial and in doing so are
positioned to belong to a more hospitable, less specialized
curatorial conversation.
And finally, the practice of a large number of the alumni in the
past 11 years who have become active in either curatorial labor
or in the other essential tasks in contemporary artistic, cultural,

PCAN members, officials from the Japan Foundation, Manila,
and the curators of the Curatorial Development Workshop Exhibitions
(Photo courtesy of Alain Zedrick Camiling)

and inevitably political work, in the country and overseas. The
workshop has, indeed, anticipated a community and tries
to nourish it further. Alongside this activity are: the liveliness
of the institution like the Vargas, which is committed to both
critical museology and the robust enterprise of Filipiniana and
research13; the sustained commitment of a foreign agency
like the Japan Foundation; and the emergent modality in the
incremental attempts of the Philippine Contemporary Art
Network. At many levels, the entire venture is a workshop:
in the making, congregating, scalar and modular, always poised.

18

13 The complete name of Vargas Museum is Jorge B. Vargas Museum and Filipiniana Research
Center. It maintains a museum, an archive, and a library.

Arrhythmia
Renan G. Laru-an
Coordinator, Public Engagement and Artistic Formation
Philippine Contemporary Art Network

Space participates in metaphor for curating. Sheets unbound
to the turns of the curatorial, specifically fortified from
professional development to the psychic realities of actual
coordination. That space is both data and output synchronizes function of curators, that grants criticism power, which really
actions around making exhibitions, platforms, publications,

comes from the obsolete oppositionalism between critique’s

and performances in keystrokes of administration, organizing

revelatory task and curating’s agency to hide objects and

the spatial in cells, rows, columns glowing from our screens.

histories from the public, draws our attention to a skill often

Entry-level curating means project management; every

that of taking the pulse.

practitioner below 35 should expect this without a desk
or cubicle or corporate ladder. A neoliberal career dogged

Palpation illustrates the relationship of curating with space.

by proposals, timelines, budget outlines, and, admittedly,

Touching and feeling capture vitality, its fitness and disease,

maintenance work integrates curating in the assets of cultural

without invasion; ways of seeing the physical and those

economy. By economy I refer to the production, distribution,

underneath it through the beats. Following the rhythm is

and circulation of values, in which curating undresses its

how we learned where the heart is, that the animal is alive,

core to be custodianship, where resources are allocated, even

and that in order to kill it, the space of heart must be hit.

implanted—literally fixing care in each place. This regulatory

Hunting knows space. This is not to smuggle another folly,
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in which they interlock lacerate ideas of curating as seismic
movements or of space as forest, examples that devolve
the democratic imaginary of curatorial and spatial in the
ideology of transparency: production of evidence. Curating is
the arrhythmic analogy in space: A succession of seemingly
polysemous images whose irregular flows refuse rhetorical
Czar Kristoff’s Temporary Property for Quijon’s
a knowing intimacy or a life

devices and throw our preconceived hierarchies and
antitheses out of the window. The organization that curating
operates is always never programmatic. Every curation in

that curating bears ancestry in spatial knowledge. Pulse-

space is a new relationship. I invoked the language of image

taking—a measurement that scales our observations as much

here because of its ambulatory nature for development and

it concretizes them—conceptualizes flow in a cartographic

corruption. While we could not easily recognize it, this gives

sketch of contraction and dilation. It projects a network that

us a structure in understanding the inseparable beings of

skips in every sensation and, therefore, delivers a picture of all

the curatorial and the spatial. They speak and show to each

our nowness. Pulse is also depth. In palpating surface of the

other, in which “prevent similar things from collapsing into,

skin to grasp the body, its representation is made contiguous

and disparate things from going their separate ways.”1 In this

with temperature, moisture, texture and tenderness as the

sense, the rhythm binding this analogy cannot be sustained

hand spreads from the heart to all its limbs. The hand that

by criticality (alone) or transmission (exchange of contexts); it

thinks is the hand of curatorial that feels.

goes back to the cord of translation that occupies a world.
Analogy locates our place and presence in the world always

Tracing pulsations clues us in on the vastness of provisions of

being translated and transformed.2 Timelines work like this

curating to space and the placeholders of space in curating.
All these cannot be extricated from one another. The terms

1 See Kaja Silverman The Miracle of Analogy: or The History of Photography, Part 1 (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 2015), 13-38.
2 In rehearsing this, I take Silverman’s invocation of Walt Whitman’s “vast similitude” in the
introduction of her book. See Kaja Silverman The Miracle of Analogy: or The History of
Photography, Part 1 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2015), 11.
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when exhibited. They aggregate a range of qualities arising

filtered from meta-data, archival input, popular documentation,

from similarities and differences in modes that we happen

and oral history. Collectively, they inform the use of a more

to read as contexts, either narrated as the date or described

generous vector in the term “nature,” inducing data-search as

as the event. The communicative success of timelines has

development: First, through the inter-referentiality in “nature”;

confused our trained eyes and the attempts in which we

and second, through the transmission of “food” across

invest logical and contextual equivalence to their data,

different fields hosting the referents: “nature” and “art.” In this

because we anticipate the correspondence of explanation

movement, the timeline sees itself growing in the midst of art

after we are exposed to their likeness that exists within our

and social histories that offer a promise of “contextual unity.”5

order and schema. Easily outsourced for its pedagogical or

As noted by the researchers, reading the timeline points to

documentary value, I say that timelines, despite their density,

the role of institutions in incubating “forum for ideas and

are necessarily empty when we encounter them. They

creative forces’ disposition.”6 That institutionality is a precursor

“develop with us and in response to us,” like a photograph.3

in mobilization, organization and establishment of events,
spaces, and figures appearing across the timeline surprised

This was the case with a timeline initiative called Tracing

the researchers. Politicizing the same line, art and nature with

the Nature in Indonesian Art Movement (2017) by Nastiti

the incidental valence of food converse with a collection of

Dewanti and Teguh Safarizal. I commissioned it for a media
art festival in Jakarta three years ago.4 The project asks the
extent in which food is discursified in the universe of artistic
Indonesia, subsequently interrogating food culturally when the
researchers inquired if such discourses emanated from the
larger proportions of political and social discussions. Between
1938 and 2017, the span of data was divided into important
events, art, and institutions/figures. These information were

3 In addition to this, Silverman: “Photography also shows us that the world is structured by
analogy, and helps us find our place within it.” See Kaja Silverman The Miracle of Analogy: or
The History of Photography, Part 1 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2015), 1-12.
4 Together with Julia Sarisetiati, I curated the 8th edition of OK.Video - Indonesia Media Arts
Festival. It has transitioned in forms as a platform and festival since its founding in 2003 by
members of Jakarta-based collective ruangrupa. At that time, future editions were planned to
have stronger affinity to specific social issue that contextualizes and conceives what media
art could be. The 2017 iteration focused on food, and artist-researcher Mahardika Yudha
served as director of OK.Video, a permanent division of ruangrupa.
5

See OK.Pangan - OK. Video Indonesia Media Arts Festival Program Book
(Jakarta: ruangrupa, 2017), 82-3.

6

See OK.Pangan - OK. Video Indonesia Media Arts Festival Program Book
(Jakarta: ruangrupa, 2017). Access the online version here: https://issuu.com/
juliasarisetiati/docs/_lores_spread__ok_pangan_book_prog.
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publications culled from the libraries of ASEAN Secretariat
Resource Center (Jakarta) and Sajogjyo Institute (Bogor)
both formally founded in 2000s. Titled Modular Life (2017),
the holdings of two organizations diverging in approaches

Jay Nathan Jore’s Downtown Series Lightboxes for Jore’s Humble Objects

on their shared mission in development are installed right in
front of the timeline as a shared station where readers could

they invoked the fact of being a timeline as “consciousness”

simultaneously access different paradigms of knowledge.

that could be “consumed together” (kesadaran yang dapat

These objects still carrying the Dewey imprint were

kita santap bersama). Consciousness, inserted in the midst,

temporarily mal-decimated to re-organize the patterns of

added after articulations are documented, surfaces the utmost

reading that distribute the formation of political subjectivity

contemporaneity of translating differences. The composite

in a spectrum of a regional institution (ASEAN) and a local

timeline in Tracing the Nature and Modular Life describes what

organization (Sajogjyo Institute), the former largely advocating

an analogy does: it moves through time and searches for

the total progress of a geographical bloc and the latter

other kin. 7 Timelines are analogous to diagrams of relations,

primarily focusing on the sociology of the rural and associated temporalizing traces akin to Benjamin’s lightning.
peripheries in Indonesia. Selected book covers, illustrations,
statistics, advertisements, pages of policies, and photographs

There is another timeline frequently used in the curatorial.

from Modular Life were scattered in the timeline. This layering

Not as exposed as the timeline in the preceding paragraph,

that acutely borders with fictionalizing data destabilizes the

it assembles a program of study relating the logistics of

expected ratios in histories—as in the reckoning of things and

materials, theories, and people. Usually and not limited to,

events. The timeline therefore is disinterested in narration.

these tasks are fieldwork, review of literature, studio visits,

When the researchers of the timeline characterized their

consultations, fundraising, et. al. They map out what the

attempt as “early identification” that offers hospitality to the

curatorial output could be, and they shore up the shapes

growth of ideas and another pathway to reach art history,

and capacities of an infrastructure that assigns these roles.
7 See Kaja Silverman, The Miracle of Analogy: or The History of Photography, Part 1
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2015), 1-12.
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Management prepares the curatorial for presentation.
Every exhibition is a pitch to the world, which any efficient
manager could illustrate in problems and solutions. I
see these carefully encoded in this type of timeline, an
illustration of all contributing factors to the curatorial. It
records the comparativity in administration, execution,
and reception. It verifies performance. I pay attention to
these activities because they are the scenes of curatorial

Alvin Zafra’s Patse-patse (detail) for de Leon’s Built on Sand

intelligence. Management provides the first opportunity
for experimentation, or if we were a little optimistic,
contamination. The manager’s timeline is the duration of
risks that the curatorial inhabits. Exposure to such danger
generates an opportunity for renewing relationship between
curating and management. With various speed in different
timelines, a managerial curator gets a chance to introduce
critical velocities in sites of management, which have been
lazily sketched to be neutral and non-political. I call this
curatorial position the arrhythmic palpitations in space.
Arrhythmic spaces imagine and invent the curatorial. They
are palpated, not found as metaphor. Medium in possession of
unbelievable contradictions. Analogy is sudden-like; impulsive.
I had noticed these pulsating traces of analogy in early 2016

Lesley-Anne Cao’s Intro, outro, bridge (detail)
for Quijon’s a knowing intimacy or a life

when I organized a series of encounters and meetings with
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materials, references, cultural agents, and institutions in the
city of Barcelona. All choreographed, I numbered and titled
each event in anticipation of an opening. For Footnotes, I was
curious how my vision would unfold with all the pressures of
the artistic, curatorial, and managerial.8 I worried about the
documentation and retrieval of inscriptions that had marked
and registered our sociality. In an abstract disseminated to the
public, I wrote the location of such feeling between irrelevance
and impossibility: the world I had designed neither fully
showing itself to us nor forming its connection to our timeline.
A bolt of analogy struck me. My heart skipped a beat. Like
the timelines I showed earlier, I learned that these footnotes
were spatially and curatorially untranslatable. They claim
self-development within our limited vision and inexhaustible
perceptual world. After all, the iconic image of curating is
waiting in exposure.

Bea Camacho’s Uncommon Threads for Tablazon’s Variations of the Field

8 Footnotes are activities designed as annotations to the development of artistic contributions
to my 2016 project titled Lightning Studies: Centre for the Translation of Constraints, Conflicts,
and Contaminations. See more here: http://www.curators-network.eu/blog-entry/lightningstudies-ctcccs-part-1-3.
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Walk on the
Wild Side

Mizuki Takahashi
Executive Director/Chief Curator,
Center for Heritage, Arts and Textile (CHAT), Hong Kong

Calm, but enthusiastic and sincere. This is the impression I
received from the curatorial development workshop for young
curators which was jointly organized by the Japan Foundation,
Philippine Contemporary Art Network, and the University

Young curators seemed to be shy to me, but they were not

of the Philippines Vargas Museum. The presentations of

shy to voice out what they want to express through their

curatorial ideas by 17 participants were very diverse yet

envisioned curatorial plans. However, sometimes their own

honest in their concerns, from colonial history, indigenous

curatorial voices are louder than the subtle voice that each

practice, to institutional critique. Giving comments to the

artwork conveys. It has been argued for a long time whether

submitted curatorial proposals, I was excited by the fact that

artworks or curatorial frameworks come first in the making

I was witnessing the birth of the Philippines’s contemporary

of exhibitions. The latter has been criticized because the rigid

art scene initiated by young generations. The intensive

curatorial framework makes individual artworks serve the

workshop continued for two days from morning to evening.

single narrative by the curator. One of the curator’s roles is

Both lecturers and young curators pitched questions and

to contextualize the artwork in the curatorial framework and

exchanged comments with respect to each other that built

art history. Curators need to constantly question if they make

horizontal relationship and a bond among the participants.

the right decision in choosing the artwork for their particular
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unnoticed details of sculptures by running my pencil on the
sketchbook. In general, physically acquired memories tend to
stay longer because this remembering exercise sets with time,
as sketching artworks forces us to focus on a single object for
a long time. Interestingly, the memory through the physical
exercise subconsciously comes up in our mind sometimes.
Yes, this is a classic practice in seeing and memorizing but I
still value the experience.
The work of Lee Paje and Tekla Tamoria for
Quijon’s a knowing intimacy or a life

In early January 2020, I had an opportunity to see the
exhibition that stemmed from the Curatorial Development

themes, while trusting their presented narrative. In this regard,

Workshop. I was very thrilled to see their proposals in physical

we should revisit and scrutinize what the artwork represents

form, occupying the real space at the Vargas Museum. Karl

and whether our interpretations of the object are valid within

Albais, Pristine de Leon, Jay Nathan Jore, Carlos Quijon, Jr.,

a certain narration.

and Cristian Tablazon were selected by the lecturers, and the
curators managed to realize their exhibitions. The first floor

Since we have heavily relied on contemporary devices to

of the museum was allocated to the two group exhibitions:

instantly document the artworks, we often tend to overlook

a knowing intimacy or a life by Carlos Quijon, Jr. and Built on

the details of the objects as a result. I am not against

Sand by Pristine de Leon. I was impressed with Quijon’s way

advanced technology, but sometimes I recall my art history

of installing the works, providing plenty of space in-between

professor who encouraged me to sketch the sculptures that

objects and sculptures, and I enjoyed working around the

we saw in the Buddhist temples. This is such an old-fashioned artworks and looking at them from different distances. While
style of recording, but I still remember how I realized many
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finding out different “intimacies” in the installed works, I

wondered if there were any intimacies among selected

Unfortunately, I could not attend the talk and the Urban

artworks as well as between the artworks and Quijon himself.

Astronomy Workshop conducted in partnership with the

Intimacy is an interesting subject and can be interpreted

Philippine Astronomical Society in conjunction with the

both subjectively and objectively. When the intimacy is

exhibitions. Therefore, I missed the significant part of Karl Albais’s

addressed by the curators, they can be simultaneously given

Tao at Kalawakan (Man and Space). However, I really appreciate

an opportunity to reflect his/her own sense of intimacy to the

that his curatorial project was realized since it was not a typical

artworks, the space, the audience, and the world.

contemporary art exhibition proposal, but a kind of proposition
that could revise an institutional framework. Not designing an

I enjoyed Pristine de Leon’s Built on Sand and could

exhibition to fit in an institutional context, but rather trying how

immediately see what she wanted to say by grouping the

much the art institution could generously embrace the idea

works by six artists/activists from the Philippines. The rapid

from other disciplines, Albais’s curatorial embodiment added to

urbanization and the privatization of the public spaces are

the potential content of an exhibition while presenting multiple

global issues propelled by powerful capitalist authorities.

possibilities in curatorial practice.

Historically contemporary artists such as Gordon Matta
Clark and Keith Haring have intervened in the urbanscape,
transforming abandoned properties into communal spaces
and using subway stations as canvas for their manifesto.
De Leon’s exhibition can be contextualized in such artistic
activisms in the past, connecting the cases of the Philippines
to those of other cities. Her curatorial statement would be
clearer if she had presented the video work at the beginning
of the show, although the spatial restriction in the museum
might not have allowed for this.
The work of Alvin Zafra and Brisa Amir
for de Leon’s Built on Sand
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I was looking forward to seeing Jay Nathan Jore’s Humble

video, painting, to performance. All presented works were

Objects, which was based on his research about the “exotic”

very powerful; however, I was not sure if all works were

tropical modern furniture design versus the “informal”

orchestrated well enough to articulate Tablazon’s insightful

vernacular furniture production in Cebu. His presentation at

curatorial statement.

the Curatorial Development Workshop showed an interesting
gap in aesthetics between the designed modern furniture for

In general, the exhibitions by the five emerging curators

non-local consumers and mundane makeshift chairs made

seemed to pay less attention to how their exhibitions will

and used by the locals. I was very intrigued by the fantasy and communicate to a wider audience with different backgrounds
reality in furniture design and his exploration of alternative

and little knowledge on the subject matters presented. I

narratives from existing discourse based on western art and

wonder if they can utilize sub-exhibits such as wall text

design history canon. I like how he exhibited five ordinary

and caption better, and I want to remind them that these

chairs in his corner, and that the display was humble yet it

subsidiary elements in the exhibitions also represent their

spoke what Jore wanted to say. I believe his research subject

curatorial attitude to the public.

will be highly significant in narrating the histories of modern
product design in Southeast Asia.

Last but not least, I want to share an incident that I happened
to witness in a symposium at the Kyoto University of Art and

Cristian Tablazon’s Variations of the Field was conceived

Design many years ago. I don’t remember what brought me

partly through echoing the collection of the Vargas Museum.

to the symposium and what the theme was, but there were

Tablazon’s curatorial statement was about colonial control over many well-known Japanese artists invited onstage and the
nature in the Philippines from the US occupation onwards,

venue was almost full. One session was dedicated to the

and most artworks in the permanent collection of the Vargas

conversation between highly acclaimed Japanese artists,

Museum were produced under US rule. The exhibition was

including Miyajima Tatsuo and Sakamoto Ryuichi, and some

very ambitious, with 10 artists whose practices range from

elite students selected by the university. A female student
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asked Sakamoto: “Sir, what do you expect from the young
emerging artists like us?,” with her innocent voice showing
her anticipation for some encouragement from Sakamoto.
However, unexpectedly, Sakamoto became very furious at
the question and answered with anger: “Why do you ask
what your senior generations expect from the younger
generation? Are you going to create your artworks to fulfil our
expectations? That’s nonsense! When I was your age, I was
always frustrated with the art made by my seniors and my
ambition was to undermine them with my art!” Don’t try to be
good kids to adults; just believe in yourself and pursue your
own way—I believe this message from Sakamoto is such a
fundamental discipline for all of those who are engaging in
art. I may sound contradictory from my instructive text above,
but please take them more as technical advice. To be honest,
no matter what people say about your practice, as long as you
have a strong passion for it, just carry on. Don’t be afraid of
failure. Walking on the wild side is not easy but it is rewarding.
It is always exciting to be a pioneer of a new vision and the
future in contemporary art. Contemporary art has been driven
and evolved by persons with this kind of spirit.
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Arvin Dimalanta’s Lupang May Taning for de Leon’s Built on Sand
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Exhibitions
Projects
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and

Sidney Valdez’s New Territories (detail) for Tablazon’s Variations of the Field

These exhibitions have been initiated through the continuing

These initiatives explore the potentials of curatorial practice

cooperation between the Vargas Museum and the Japan

to shape space discursively and to shape discourse spatially.

Foundation, Manila to foster conditions of curatorial learning

They are attentive to how knowledge is produced, activated,

and exchange. The project Curatorial Development Program,

or discussed and how a proposition is realized in a particular

which began in 2009, gathered 17 participants in 2018 for a

ecology of site and constituency.

workshop, co-organized by the Philippine Contemporary Art
Network. Five proposals were chosen from this cohort to be

Through these gestures, the curators reveal the anxieties and

presented in a range of platforms: exhibition, publication, and

desires of their time as they look back on and sustain the

public program.

lively atmosphere of encountering and sensing the myriad
materials of contemporary art and culture.
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curated by Karl Albais
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Mark Joseph Magallon, Birthplace, 2018
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Astronomy compels the soul to look upwards
and leads us from this world to another.

1

— Plato
We are fragile spacefarers at best, and the odds

and the development of artistic and scientific knowledge in the world,
the author was correct to state such matter, to say the least. In terms
of physical science, every atom on Earth was once part of the older
cosmological universe.

of our species colonizing other worlds
anytime soon are rather slim.2
— William “Bill” Allen

With this, one can surmise that every particle, every molecule in our
human bodies was once part of celestial bodies, of the stars and the

Back in 2018, I had an epiphany: ‘there’s nothing new under the sun.’

greater outer space. In a teleological perspective, this statement asserts

This axiomatic expression—biblical in origin, but a widespread cultural

that everything, under the cosmic domain, is but a rearrangement of

trope—was part of the poetic predicament in the book of Ecclesiastes.

what has existed before. The phrase ‘under the sun’ could have been

Its author, referring to himself as the Teacher, wrote the book mostly

symbolically equivalent to our world, to the geographical spaces we are

to tackle themes centering on the overarching questions: ‘what is the

living in. One, then, could theorize that if nothing is new under the sun or

meaning of life?’ and ‘what is the best way to live it?’ This nameless

rather the ‘atmospheric boundaries of the earth,’ might as well transcend it.

author is believed to be King Solomon: the son and heir of King David
of the Old Testament. Looking at the first chapter of Ecclesiastes, we

Ever since, the human agent has looked at the cosmos in search of

could read this fuller statement in the ninth verse: “[w]hat has been will

the meaning of life. For some, the four corners of the known world

be again, what has been done will be done again; there is nothing new

might be too small to contain their vision and personal ambitions.

under the sun.”3

To think about outer space (or exospace)—defined as the region
beyond earth’s atmosphere where interstellar and celestial bodies

Hence, from a chronological viewpoint, the Teacher deputized the idea

and spaces emanate—might be a preoccupation of a child’s untamed

that every present event is but a shadow of the past, that history just

imagination. Stars and celestial bodies, then, could be viewed as a

merely repeats itself. Not discounting the uniqueness of every historical

vernacular for dreams and aspirations. The sky (or celestial dome, as

war, uncovered mysteries and discoveries, technological advancements,
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1

Plato, The Republic, trans. Benjamin Jowett, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 231.

2

William Allen, “From the Editor,” National Geographic Magazine, January 2001.

3

Ec 1:9, New International Version

some astronomers might call it), henceforth, could be used as a framing

local knowledges that connect and interact with archaeoastronomy,

context to humanity’s psyche.

cosmography, and ethnoastronomy. The latter being defined as the
“anthropological study of skywatching”6 and the “ways in which

With one’s preoccupation with cosmic origins and destination as a

early ethnolinguistic groups...interpreted celestial bodies and their

cipher, I must disclose that I am a science enthusiast (a frustrated

movements,”7 which was invoked by historian Dante Ambrosio in his

astronaut as a child, that is) and an electronics engineer (by trade and

doctoral dissertation and book titled Balatik: Etnoastronomiya: Kalangitan

training); while at the same time, a visual artist, a budding independent

sa Kabihasnang Pilipino (Balatik: Ethnoastronomy: The Sky in the

curator, and a cultural worker. Through these chains of circumstance, the

Philippine Civilization).8

Tao at Kalawakan (T&K) project materialized and came to be as a form
of ethnographic experiment, self-excavation, and an ecocriticism. An

Ancient Filipino seafarers have used the stars to locate their destinations,

interdisciplinary and multi-sectoral museum project, this initiative aimed

but now, we’re looking at them as our destination, as suggested by modern

to create a curatorial synthesis between exospace and spatiotemporal

filmmaking and science fiction. In the present time, the ancient practices of

sciences such that it could be viewed as a syncretic viewpoint linking

celestial navigation are still being observed in some parts of the Philippine

the importance of looking at art and science praxes in our midst—which

archipelago, as noted by Filipino anthropologists Eric Casiño,9 Almira

tread an astronomical path—with humanistic eyes.

Astudillo Gilles,10 and Ma. Teresa de Guzman11 among others.

Framing the Tao and Kalawakan in the Philippine Cosmos

The titular words of the project, ‘tao’4 and ‘kalawakan,’5 are Filipino

4

Robert Blust and Stephen Trussel, “*cau,” Austronesian
Comparative Dictionary, accessed 25 February 2020,
www.trussel2.com/acd/acd-s_c2.htm.

8

See Dante Ambrosio, Balatik: Etnoastronomiya: Kalangitan
sa Kabihasnang Pilipino (Quezon City: University of the
Philippines Press, 2010).

5

“Kalawakan ,” Wiktionary, accessed 25 February 2020,
en.wiktionary.org/wiki/kalwakan. See also Blust and
Trussel, “*lawaq,” Austronesian Comparative Dictionary,
accessed 25 February 2020, www.trussel2.com/acd/
acd-s_l.htm.

9

See Eric Casiño, The Jama Mapun: A Changing Samal
Society in the Southern Philippines (Quezon City: Ateneo
de Manila University Press, 1976).

10

Almira Astudillo Gilles, personal communication,
25 March 2019.

“Archaeoastronomy,” Wikipedia, accessed 25 February
2020, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archaeoastronomy.

11

Ma. Teresa De Guzman, Welard Nique, and Manuel Baula,
“An Ethnographic Study of Marine Navigation among
Fisherfolks of Nagbalaye, Negros Oriental,” unpublished
manuscript.

words that share Austronesian roots, whose literal translations are
‘human being’ and ‘outer space,’ respectively. In the initial stage of its
development, the project was bent to look at the Philippine indigenous
cultures and their corresponding practices, belief systems, and

6

7

Chang Casal, “5 unique things Filipinos believed about the
sun, moon, and stars,” CNN Philippines, 23 January 2019,
cnnphilippines.com/life/culture/2019/01/22/Filipinosastronomy-beliefs.html.
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Magallona, Birthplace (installation view), 2018
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As a contemporary example, fisherfolks from of Nagbalaye, Negros

The Sky isn’t the Limit

Oriental, one of the provinces in Central Visayas, employ traditional
knowledge on the characteristics of maritime waters, geographical

While it is true that our ancestors have pictured the origins of their

landmarks, and celestial bodies as their guide. The locally-identified

known cosmos through mythological heroes who are the personification

asterism balatik, known in western astronomy nomenclature as Orion’s

of celestial bodies we still see in the sky, our collective memory,

belt, is utilized as a time-telling mechanism and a sign whether

consciousness, and experience of the cosmos and the sky are often

fishermen should engage, or not, with the sea.12

superseded by our propensity to gravitate to our (im)material, crosscultural, hyperconnected world(s). As with the rest of society, the

Our ancestors have used the stars for celestial navigation to traverse

pervading tendency of humanities research and contemporary art

their oceanic cosmos; much like those depicted in the animated

practice is towards world-picturing.14

feature Moana (2016), which is a nod to the Polynesian peoples of the
Pacific, who are the distant brothers of ancient Filipinos.13 In exploring

In hindsight, the T&K project was heavily inspired by the works of artist-

the curatorial merits of this project, the ‘tao’ is enshrined as an archaic

scholar Reuben Cañete in his 4th one-man show titled Kosmograpiya,

definition of a proto-Austronesian person, who is the prehistoric

which ably took off from his childhood fascination with astronomy and

ancestors of Filipinos, while ‘kalawakan’ asserts a contemporary

the cosmos. The works featured in the said exhibition were his attempts

conception of the Philippine exospace—tying together indigeneity and

to literally ‘draw the universe’ (hence, the show title) using abstract

futurism, as prefigured by bone-to-space-station match cut scene at the

techniques of art.15 Upon his death, Cañete’s students paid homage to his

beginning of Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968). So with this,

cosmographic works and staged an exhibition titled Eternity in an Hour

how do we assimilate the ‘Philippine’ in the cosmic universe? I believe
it is through localized (hi)stories, narratives, experiences, and, of course,

12

Ibid.

13

See Brian Park, “Keeping my island in my mind: A Filipino
perspective on Moana,” Seattle Asian American Film
Festival, 30 June 2017, seattleaaff.org/2017/keeping-myisland-in-my-mind-a-filipino-perspective-on-moana/.

14

See Terry Smith, “The State of Art History: Contemporary
Art,” Art Bulletin 112, no. 4 (December 2010): 380.

15

“Dr. Cañete’s Astronomy-inspired Art Exhibit to Open at the
Asian Center on 7 June,” University of the Philippines Asia
Center, 15 May 2014, ac.upd.edu.ph/index.php/resources/
news-announcements/1596-dr-canete-s-astronomyinspired-art-exhibit-to-open-at-the-asian-center-on-7-june.

discourses.
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(2016) that is loosely based on the opening stanza of William Blake’s

An Opening than a Closure

“Auguries of Innocence,”16 which started off with these verses:
According to Dante Ambrosio, no city, structure, or archaeological
To see a World in a Grain of Sand
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour17

evidence, at the outset, can open the possibility of exploring
archaeoastronomy research in the Philippines.19 But this claim, to some
extent, was made obsolete by Rafael Dy-Liacco when he wrote an essay
titled “The Last Voyage of the Dead: The Milky Way and the Boat-Shaped

In the furtherance of peering into the human condition, this gesture of
self-exhumation, by way of a museum project, brought forth a certain
kind of materiality and intangibility, through my preoccupations with the
above-mentioned poeticism. As with the natural course of all objects in
the cosmos, biological lives are birthed out and die in a cyclical manner.
Paradoxically, the space where our universe lies is inclined towards the
cradling of life and yet is also unforgiving of life. To better understand the
scientific orientation of the T&K project, we put forth the idea that nature,
in all its multifariousness, must be appreciated “on its own terms.”18 We
must, then, devise a nuanced theoretical lens to uncover the neglected
view of the Philippine cosmos.

Burial Markers of the Philippine Archipelago” (2014), highlighting the
world-view of temporality shared by Philippine inhabitants, and shaped
by our “fickle and frequently powerful and natural environment” in
relation to disaster cultures, which ultimately meant a deviance from
the “megalithic structures in the wider Austronesian region [of our
locally] manifested forms of monumental architecture,” such as burial
markers.20 This denouement has been similarly problematized by Lorenz
Lasco when he wrote an article on why we have a deficiency of large
prehistoric structures and temples unlike our Southeast Asian neighbors,
such as Borobudur in Indonesia and Angkor Wat in Cambodia.21
In this rendering, I must envisage the concept of ‘cosmic-picturing’

16
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Eryl Torres, “Eternity in an Hour exhibit by Reuben
Ramas Cañete,” accessed 25 February 2020, www.
vmemeartgallery.com/reubenramascanete.

17

William Blake, The Complete Poetry and Prose (New York:
Anchor Books, 1988), 490.

18

See Yuriko Saito, “Appreciating Nature on its Own Terms,”
Environmental Ethics 20, no. 2 (Summer 1998): 135-49.

19

Ambrosio, Balatik, 12.

20

See Rafael Dy-Liacco, “The Last Voyage of the Dead: The
Milky Way and the Boat-shaped Burial Markers of the
Philippine Archipelago,” Hukay 19 (2014): 135-66.

21

Lorenz Lasco, “Mga kadahilanan kung bakit wala tayong
malalaking gusali o templo noong dating panahon,”
Saliksik E-Journal 3, no. 1 (August 2014), ejournals.ph/
article.php?id=5480.

which ties multiple threads of philosophical thought (from Josef Pieper’s

In this manner, I have deputized an exhibition, public programs

synthesis on cultus and leisure,22 Tim Ingold’s metaphoric art-science

(comprising of a forum which tackled astrophotography, envisioning the

pendulum,23 Martin Heidegger’s concept of dasein,24 and Hans-Jörg

Philippine Space Agency architecturally, and astrotourism with Mark

Rheinberger’s epistemic things25). In consonance with this, the T&K

Joseph “MJ” Magallon, Roi Cedric Lichangco, and Joanne Pacis, and an

project does not concern itself much with the beginnings and endings

actual experience of skywatching during nighttime, with the help of the

of the known universe, but with an opening orchestrated by the cosmic

Philippine Astronomical Society), and a social media page in order to

sky, by way of: ‘picturing the cosmos,’ imagination, contemplating the

materialize this curatorial project.

impacts of cultural and technological advancements to our everyday
lives, and an attitude to look beyond. Similarly, a work of art can be
imagined as an opening, an invitation that incites a response, and,
sometimes, not the raison d’être of an exhibitionary but a mere portal
towards discourse.

Cosmic-picturing, then, is an attitude of gazing at the cosmos—from time
immemorial to the unfolding future(s)—tempered by “the quintessence
of all the natural goods of the world, [that] while belonging to man, lie
beyond the immediate sphere of his needs and wants,”26 “the unison

22

See Josef Pieper, The Basis of Culture (Indiana: St.
Augustine’s Press, 1988 [1948]).

23

See Tim Ingold, “From Science to Art and back again: The
pendulum of an anthropologist,” Journal of the Italian Society
of Cultural Anthropology 5, no. 1 (June 2016): 2-13.

24

See Eric Brymer and Robert Schweitzer, “Phenomenology
and Extreme Sports in Natural Landscapes,” in Landscapes
of Leisure: Space, Place, and Identities, ed. Sean Gammon
and Sam Elkington (New York: Palgrave, 2015), 135-46.

25

See Hans-Jörg Rheinberger, Toward a History of Epistemic
Things: Synthesizing Proteins in the Test Tube (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1997).

of experience and imagination in a world to which we are alive and
that is alive to us,”27 intentionality,28 and “a more abstract unknown than
literal place—a relation, a system”29—positioning the T&K project as a
phenomenological hermeneutic of space, time, and being.

26

Pieper, The Basis of Culture, 18.

27

Ingold, “From Science to Art,” 20.

28

Brymer and Schweitzer, “Phenomenology and Extreme
Sports,” 136.

29

George Marcus, “The Green Room: Off-stage in Sitespecific Performance Art and Ethnographic Encounters,”
Field 11 (Fall 2018), field-journal.com/issue-11/the-greenroom-off-stage-in-site-specific-performance-art-andethnographic-encounters.
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Per Aspera Ad Astra

In this conjuncture, if modern art problematized the notion of copying
nature, contemporary art—as ushered by astrophotography in its

“Birthplace”—as artist-engineer MJ Magallon aptly titled the sole

multiformity, is an enabling mechanism that has the capacity to

museum object that T&K project showcased—is, categorically, a

monumentalize part of nature through technology as much as it is able

widefield astrophotograph; meaning to say: it was a result of his

to capture the human-like character of the Philippine cosmos: at once

encounters with the expansive cosmic sky and the brainchild of his

resilient and care-free, as it is framed by the starry night sky.

practice in photography. It was taken in Tanay, Rizal while he and his
comrades from the Philippine Astronomical Society were conducting

In this contemporary moment, it is nearly banal, at least among

one of their year-round ‘astrocamps,’ which were typically run

seasoned environmentalists, to debate about globalization, late

overnight. Presented through a backlit digital transparency format,

capitalism, and the Anthropocene since we are already surrounded

portrayed in it is an image of an expansive and mountainous field

by human-made satellites and have already touched grounds beyond

filled with colorful tents and engulfed by the sublime dark sky full of

Earth’s atmosphere—equipped to protect nature at all costs and yet

stars, intermingling with the Milky Way galaxy. It ultimately evoked

continuously endangering it. While the word disaster has been derived

a propensity to revel in the cosmos as an embodied site of leisure,

from the Italian word disastro, meaning ‘ill-starred event,’31 we all know

wayfaring, and awe. Contemplating about his praxis, MJ explained:

that catastrophes and calamities do not depend on zodiac signs and
astrology, but are just instances of nature taking its course.

There will always be the next dream shot, there will always
be the next target location or subject. That is why I always
remind myself to enjoy the moment. That it is okay not to get
the shot you want. It is okay to fail and not have everything
figured out, as long as I align what I am doing right now to
what I want to become someday.30
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Maan D’Asis Pamaran, “Starseeker,” Manila Bulletin,
2 July 2019.

31

“Disaster,” Oxford Reference, accessed 25 February 2020, www.
oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199547920.001.0001/
acref- 9780199547920-e-1583.

Onward

We live in different spheres of reality and subscribe to various seasons of
change. Some of us could only touch the realm of the earth, some may
have crossed oceans, and have flown through skies. Our social practices
are guided, negotiated, circumscribed, and intimated by our own
worldviews. Hence, we harken back to cosmic-picturing. It is the gaze
into exospace that could liberate us from the geocentric paths of our
lived humanity—with the awareness of the cosmic sky as an uncharted
territory of the arts and letters, social sciences, and philosophy.

In the advent of the Philippine Space Agency, the Tao at Kalawakan
project could be thought of as a culmination of all the efforts of the past
scientists and space technology progenitors in the Philippines as well as
a historical marker that our country has entered a new phase in nationbuilding, by way of public policy and technological innovation. In this
ever-changing world, the exospace might be our last frontier.
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The Tao at Kalawakan (T&K) project public programs, held last February
1, were facilitated as indoor-dialogical and outdoor-phenomenological
experiences.

The “T&K Talks: Contemporary Discourses in Picturing the Cosmos in
Philippine Context” looked at how our immersion in, preoccupation
with, and gazing at nature, primarily with the stars, can make us see

The “Tao at Kalawakan: An Urban Astronomy Workshop” introduced

a glimpse of our own humanity. This particular activity is framed

interested individuals to astronomy and astronomical equipment;

by the notion of ‘cosmic-picturing,’ which is a sense of defiance to

wherein participants learned how to identify celestial objects,

the status quo and a form of creative and curative resistance to the

constellations, and planets in the night sky through an introductory

so-called parasitic modes of living and cross-cultural consumption

lecture on astronomy. Held at the UP Sunken Garden, this activity

tendencies of the present times. This segment also dwelled on the

included free telescope viewing and a short lecture on astrophotography

power of imagination, search of self and identity, and cosmic leisure;

for those that did not make it in the T&K Talks at the Vargas Museum. This

all the while, it promoted the harnessing of dreams, collective memory

program segment concerned itself with the Filipino term lawak (expanse,

and spatiotemporality through the various talks of individuals, who

vastness, or range), which is the root word of kalawakan (outer space).

themselves have ventured into the depths of the cosmos. Speakers

In partnership with the Philippine Astronomical Society, this workshop

Mark Joseph Magallon, Roi Cedric Lichangco, and Joanne Pacis

introduced sky lovers to the idea of the cosmos and the starry night sky

shared their insights on new epistemologies, ontologies, and praxes

as alternative landscapes of leisure, not merely as a tangible form of

on astrophotography, envisioning the Philippine Space Agency

escapism but as a way to tap into our inner psyche.

architecturally, and astrotourism, respectively. The talk ended with
a fiery, reflective, and reflexive panel discussion, synthesizing the

In the advent of the Philippine space program (through Republic Act

aspirations, quandaries, and predilections of the facilitators, speakers,

11363), both initiatives served as historical markers towards charting a

and audiences regarding the matter at hand.

new frontier in the field of space exploration in local context.
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Alvin Zafra, Patse-patse (detail), 2019
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It was towards the end of mounting the exhibition when forms clearly

and built on sand, henceforth build enduring spires on this bedrock. We

asserted themselves as squares and grids. To work with papers and

have a New Society to erect; we have a new civilization to build.”1

photographs, so it seemed, was to work with edges: clean, smooth,
sharp delineations. The West Wing, too, stretches like a line that turns

The shaping of sand into spire, water into architecture, is a matter

at an angle and, among the five exhibition spaces utilized, it appears to

of might as well as persistent imaginations. Romulo’s declaration

have the highest capacity for organizing a forward march, an imposition

belongs to the 1970s construction boom, following Ferdinand Marcos’s

of geometry and linearity that would direct the viewer from edge to end.

declaration of martial law on September 21, 1972. Architecture critic
Gerard Lico, in his book that critiques the edifices constructed in

Built on Sand began with a proposal to respond to spaces of control. Yet

this totalitarian regime, elaborates on space—“the first reality of

in the course of materializing the exhibition, one eventually considers

architecture”—as a field conditioned by power to activate its presence.2

that the curatorial endeavor constitutes another ecology of control. It
inadvertently subjects works to the West Wing’s quadrilaterals, to the

Appearance is on one hand artifice, on the other, a mode of actualizing.

museum as a material system, as well as to the fantasy of authority and

State-funded architecture admits a kink for the monumental, assigning

agency of a curator. When one takes contested spaces of control as

it as measure and proxy for development and progress. Lico relates

point of reference, there also comes a desire to suspend the energies of

the monumental to Kim Dovey’s interpretation of “power over” as

control embedded well within the exhibitionary.

domination.3 It is animated by a tendency of space to overwhelm,
to make small, to jolt, to besiege one with signifiers that project the

To say that something is built on sand is to recognize a visible

power necessary for its production. Marcosian edifice, writes Lico,

wobbliness that signals a forewarning, a fault in structure or architecture,

“was dynamic and revolutionary for its massiveness.”4 The monumental

a cue for collapse. The title also points to a 1974 speech by then-Foreign

acts as an ideological trope, a language through which one articulates

Affairs Secretary Carlos P. Romulo at the inauguration of the National Folk permanence, resilience, and omnipresence.
Arts Center. “Here, on this modern Acropolis by the sea, a new Parthenon
has arisen,” he says. “Let these peoples who yesterday wrote on water
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1

Excerpt from Carlos P. Romulo’s Opening Remarks.
Daily Express, 9 July 1974.

2

Gerard Lico, Edifice Complex: Power, Myth, and Marcos
State Architecture (Quezon City: Ateneo de Manila
University Press, 2003), 4.

3

Ibid., 15

4

Ibid., 84.

Czar Kristoff, Temporary Property (detail), 2019
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What Lico pertained to as edifice complex was deeply symptomatic of

financial institutions,”6 this current production of monumentality, which

Romulo’s time as well as ours. The Marcosian “mania for constructing the

urged an 8 trillion budget allocation,7 generated similar anxieties of an

biggest edifices with bloated budgets, in the face of a nation staggering

economic collapse. The exhibition proposes that wobbliness is not, as

under the weight of widespread poverty and unemployment”5 is

Romulo suggested, the antithesis of power but rather one that inheres in

uncannily rehearsed in the ongoing “Build Build Build” program. The

it. In other words, the mighty, even in its monumentality, is built on sand.

project, billed to usher in another golden age of infrastructure, was
launched in 2016 by the Rodrigo Duterte administration. Just as the

The quickness and urgency of issuing a response, the nagging need

Marcosian state “succumbed to an orgy of borrowing from international

to record and to address crisis as it unfolds constitute chief virtues in

Nathalie Dagmang, Birth/Death, 2019
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5

Ibid., 51.

6

Ibid.

7

Mark Villar, “Build, Build, Build: Growing towards a ‘Golden
Age of Infrastructure,’” Manila Bulletin, 11 December 2019,
https://lifestyle.mb.com.ph/2019/05/05/build-build-build.

Edgardo Dico, Humble Object: Weaving Work, 2019;
Lantay ni Kuya Mario
Mario Osmik, 30 years old
Fruit Vendor and Lantay Maker
Manalili Street, Carbon Public Market

journalism, the field from which I come. Journalism is where agents

Political declarations are the kind that alter lives, while declarations in

move swiftly, even restlessly, in order to be timely, yet what does it mean

art, suggests cultural theorist Nikos Papastergiadis, are the kind that

to be on time? What does it mean to respond within an exhibitionary

alter language. Papastergiadis contends:

context, which runs on a different ecology, history, and time? In the
course of wanting to speak to the crisis of construction, there comes an

Art does participate in the political through its own
internal process of extending the language of resistance

understanding that this gesture is decidedly small and short-lived in the

and representation. A dialogue between art and politics

sphere of political life.

presupposes an open horizon between actuality and
possibility. When art challenges the boundaries by
which we understand the aesthetics of the everyday, and
combines this experience with a new understanding of
the connection to our surrounding world, then it could be

8

Nikos Papastergiadis, Spatial Aesthetics: Art, Place, and the Everyday
(Amsterdam: Institute of Network Cultures, 2010), 19.

argued to have expanded the sphere of politics.8
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To push and pull the contours of museum space in order to

field, wherein the works simultaneously address construction and one

accommodate languages from which more responses could be

another in conversation. It is by way of asserting the exhibition space

wrought was the task of Built on Sand. It concerned itself with how

as a zone of proximities, entanglement, and friction that we imagine the

six practitioners—who initially located themselves well within and far

curatorial to extend the language of resistance.

outside the context of artmaking—respond to construction. The point of
departure and convergence was their practices, or the ways in which

In reflecting on the term installing, artist and writer Erika Suderburg

they engage with space.

refers to a logic of making and display that notes and responds to the
perimeter of space. Installation according to Suderburg transcends the

Urban space is approached as sight, encountered at a distance, in Alvin

gesture of hanging; it is in and of itself a practice where the joining of

Zafra’s body of drawings using stones on sandpaper. In Doktor Karayom’s

work and site manages to reconfigure the space of objecthood.9 Here,

murals, the urban is a series of surfaces to occupy, to steal into, to

the museum is recognized as a space invested with a wish to stretch

interrupt. Dwelling, as an intimate place and an embodied gesture, is

time, to sustain and lengthen the life of an image. The Vargas permanent

important for Brisa Amir whose paintings, reared by home, form through

collection on the second floor participates in this labor of prolonging.

the process of slow habitation, as well as for Czar Kristoff who refers to

The decision to render the Vargas museum as a site of the ephemeral

occupying galleries as a move towards making spaces more habitable.

was the exhibition’s way of translating the idiomatic as a mode of display.

In activism, space becomes an arena for action, for movement, pagkilos.

What did Romulo, in his praise of space that endures, mean by artists

It is this lived and dynamic field that is activated in the socially engaged

writing on water and building on sand? The exhibition iterates this

practices of Arvin Dimalanta, a community architect and co-convener

vulnerability. It incorporates the ephemeral as an attempt to unsettle the

of Save San Roque alliance, and Nathalie Dagmang, who works at

energies of preservation and to arrive at forms that can side with things

the intersection of visual art and anthropology. Both anthropology

that disappear.

students, they deal with ethnography as a method of observation and
participation, and of making sense of the shifting dynamics of place.
The exhibition situates the act of responding within art’s expanded
9

Previous page

Erika Suderburg, “Introduction: On Installation and Site Specificity,” in Space,
Site, Intervention: Situating Installation Art (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2000), 4.

Czar Kristoff, Temporary Property, 2019
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Indy Paredes, Detachment, 2019
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Brisa Amir, Traces and Specters
(Bakas at Alingawngaw) (installation view), 2019

Disappearance is a close kin of construction. Violence functions by

Forms in the exhibition accommodate this sense of loss. Amir’s

inflicting invisibility, in that erecting the monumental hides and excavates

paper-based tracings of images in Krus na Ligas index an economy

minor histories and lifeways. It is this force of disappearance that the artists

of disappearance. Amir speaks to the disjunction of ownership and

foreground. Nathalie Dagmang’s two-channel video reflects on demolitions

occupation, in that with the lack of paper—titles, papeles—one is

in the Silverio compound in Parañaque and in parts of Manila affected

stripped of agency to own the space one occupies. It is this same

by the Isko Moreno program. The threat of eviction that hangs above the

dissonance between ownership and occupation that activates the

houses of Krus na Ligas, where Brisa Amir lives, is the impetus for her

ephemeral, graffiti-like works of Kristoff, Zafra, and Karayom. Drawn

works on paper. The Aeta-farming communities in Tarlac threatened by

directly on roads and museum walls, they enact elaborate forms of

militarization and development aggression are foregrounded in Arvin

trespassing that are ordained and authorized to become a moment of

Dimalanta’s ethnography work and in Doktor Karayom’s portrayal of an

display. It engenders a momentary co-existence between work and

anonymous authority shaving an Aeta’s head. With an allegorical bent

structure, knowing full well which one will survive the other. These forms

that tilts to the tradition of political cartooning, Karayom’s depiction of hair

give themselves openly to erasure; to take them down is to destroy them.

relates to property: on one hand, the visual characteristic that distinguishes
them from the unat (non-Aetas), and on the other, property as possession,

Zafra’s work, which had him cementing potholes and coloring the

the control of body and land that negates a marker of identity and propels

patches green, may appear as a nod to the tradition of land art which

the production of a non-place.

situates gestures away from the museum, deriving energy from exile.
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Yet while land art, says critic Lucy Lippard, draws
its “emotional power from distance—distance
from people, from environmental issues, and even
from places,”10 Zafra’s Patse-patse operates not on
remoteness but proximity and embeddedness. Done
in Zafra’s neighborhood, it enjoys a closer kinship
with graffiti which dwells within the everyday. Vital
here is labor, an exploration of what a performative
intervention can contribute, practically and materially,
to a space beyond the exhibition.

Labor, the performance of construction as installation,
is further foregrounded in Kristoff. His acetone
transfers take from newspaper articles, and each
black mark alludes to movement—the speed and
pressure of transfer—rendering gesture as bodily
labor. Yet as its title suggests, Temporary Property
points to the impossibility of ownership. It harks back
to Amir’s anxieties of occupation, as well as to the
experience of construction workers whose creations
they cannot own.
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Doktor Karayom, KALBO, 2019

10

Lucy Lippard, Undermining (New York: The New Press, 2013), 181.

The threat of the temporary is inherent in these gestures, and it
gains urgent force in Dimalanta’s Lupang may Taning. “Taning”
refers to expiration or termination. Dimalanta’s photographs
and fieldnotes take as their subject the lived experience of
Aeta-farming communities struggling with policed spaces. The
construction of economic zones such as the New Clark City in
Capas, Tarlac force them from ancestral lands while the expansion
of the Crow Valley Military Complex and the conduction of
balikatan joint military exercises place sandy pathways to
Amir, Traces and Specters (Bakas at Alingawngaw) (detail), 2019

mountainous sitios under surveillance and curfew.

To place products of fieldwork in an exhibition setting implicates
space as a condition for reading. They are seen against other
texts, other works, in light of sequence and nearness. As opposed
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to traditional ethnography that deploys data as written documentation,

anthropology student. It is this practice born of pregnant interstices that

an exhibition can reach a mode of activated spectatorship, releasing

could productively trouble the fixities and sovereignties of each field.

it from passive reading encouraged by representation as mere
description.11

The exhibition similarly located his artistic practice in those moments
in between: designing development plans with communities and using

Setting up Dimalanta’s work near Dagmang’s soundscape—composed of

photography to document forms of development aggression, from the

construction and demolition noises—spilling over from the video room

urban sprawl of San Roque to the Aeta-farming communities of Tarlac.

to the West Wing was an attempt to evoke the ambient experiences

It is a habit of making reared by sustained engagement and situational

of Aeta-farmers in Sta. Juliana during the balikatan joint military

responsibility. Its origin and destiny is the everyday. To implicate it, then, in

exercises. Curatorially, spatial arrangements can mediate the reading

an exhibitionary context positions art not as a category of consecration,

of ethnographic texts by evoking the sensorial. Field training in Sta.

but rather one that is already embedded in everyday and grassroots

Juliana generates noise from jets, helicopters, tanks, firearms and bombs.

operations. To borrow the words of Wayne Koestenbaum, “Art is [not] an

As immersion is mental and ambient, sound here is rehearsed as

honorific to be selectively bestowed but art is the easiest, most available,

thundering invisibility and unbearable proximity.

most promiscuous category...It is where we already live.” 12

Ethnography traditionally presupposes and demands distance between
subject and fieldworker; reflexivity, practiced as objectivity. Yet what
drew me to the work of Dimalanta was the self-reflexive denouncement
of distance. The hospitality and trust invested between agents were
partly due to Dimalanta’s affiliations as a community organizer. In
his fieldnotes, he refers to himself as a co-convener of Save San
Roque alliance, a community architect, a human rights activist, and
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See Kris Rutten, An van. Dienderen, and Ronald Soetaert, “Revisiting the
ethnographic turn in contemporary art,” in Critical Arts: South-North Cultural
and Media Studies 27, no. 5 (2013), 467-9.

12

Wayne Koestenbaum, My 1980s and Other Essays (New York: Farrar, Straus,
and Giroux, 2013), 265.

Arvin Dimalanta, Lupang May Taning (detail), 2019

The desire to accommodate promiscuity—the fluidity and
stubbornness with which artists move across commitments and
categories—is central to how I see curatorial practice. Kinds of
violence migrate across forms and fields, across state regimes. Art,
too, resists easy allegiance. To address the crisis of monumentality,
one proposes that the fields we stand on are prone to wobbling. We
enable porousness and promiscuity, track the migrations across the
exhibitionary and the everyday. The curatorial locates the edges and
pulls them loose, finding a vaster space where resistance is possible.
Art responds by expanding the speaking place.

Dimalanta, Lupang May Taning (installation view), 2019
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The artist-led activations held last February 29 foregrounded the
different practices that made up Built on Sand. The program focused
on how art—defined broadly as drawing, designing, playing, and
listening—figured in the practitioners’ engagements with communities
and publics. Nathalie Dagmang gave a talk on drawing as an
ethnographic tool and shared experiences from her recent fieldworks
and community art workshops. Arvin Dimalanta then discussed
the importance of collaborative and community-led design in the
context of Sitio San Roque’s struggle with development aggression.
Concluding the talks was a panel discussion with the curator and the
six artists. It revolved around the different aspects—medium, time,
ground, collaborators—that condition drawing as gesture and practice.
In the afternoon, Czar Kristoff led a lecture/performance/workshop
called Adaptive Nesting: Occupying Space (With Others). Participants
engaged in a series of listening, transcription, and drawing exercises.
Emphasizing art as a method of play, the activities held were invitations
to assert one’s agency in occupying space.
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Jay Nathan Jore, Cebu Downtown Photography Archive
(detail), 2019
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“You know, I saw the most beautiful material—with the worst designs, in my life.”
Such were the words of John McGuire when he brought a Cebu-made rattan chair to the US and
showed it to American designers. Those words ushered forth the transformation of Cebu’s furniture
making into a world-renowned export industry that it is today. 1

Cebu, the Milan of Asia
Designated in 2018 with the distinctive title, Creative City of Design by UNESCO,
Cebu has increasingly gained critical attention in the world of design for the quality
and ingenuity of its handcrafted products exported to many parts of the world.2
The distinction that is accorded to Cebuano design attests to a long history of
evolution and innovation in manipulating indigenous materials, in experimenting
and appropriating vernacular designs, and the usage of traditional craft.

As a bustling trading port during the precolonial times, Cebu’s precolonial artistic
pursuits served both communal needs and the demands of itinerant traders.
Antonio Pigafetta, the chronicler of the Magellan expedition, described his
encounter with the Cebuanos in 1521 in terms of the rich and elaborate practice
of decorating their bodies with tattoo, the intricate production of golden jewelry,
Clippings from the prewar Cebu newspaper, Nueva Fuerza &
Bag-ong Kusog, 1916-1930, courtesy of Cebuano Studies Center

and woven cloth and weaponry worn and traded by the locals. During the long
years of Spanish colonial rule that eventually followed, deep religiosity among the
Cebuanos saw the flourishing of many religious festivities and the construction
of colossal stone churches replete with architectural reliefs, sacred statuary,
and well decorated interiors. During the American occupation, the influx of
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1

Maricris Encarnacion, Cebu Furniture: A History of Inspiration and Innovation
(Cebu City: Artpostasia Pte Ltd., 2012), 27.

2

Joyce Ann Rocamora, “DOT Lauds Cebu Inclusion in New UNESCO Network of
Creative Cities,” Philippine News Agency, November 8, 2019, https://www.pna.
gov.ph/articles/1085414.

imported products, and the introduction of new business establishments

disembarks from the vessel towards the shore. To sugbo means to

transformed Cebu into a flourishing urban center that fostered a

arrive with hope at a destination, to be open to new possibilities, and

new lifestyle attuned to the modernizing ideals of democracy and

encounter new horizons. Resil Mojares poetically calls Cebu as the navel

liberal education.

of the Philippines because it is a vital thoroughfare that sustains the
cultural and economic life of an archipelagic people.5

Following the social unrest due to the imposition of martial law, local
leaders in the 1980’s strategically positioned Cebu as the “Island in the

Against this backdrop of history that the local world of Cebuano design

Pacific,” promoting images of sunny beaches and tropical landscapes,

was likewise transformed. The postwar efforts to stabilize the local

which transformed Cebu into a world-renowned tourism destination.3

economy created opportunities for home-grown manufacturing to

With the growing number of tourists drawn to the tropical ambience of
the island, the famous Sinulog Festival was likewise introduced in 1981
infusing the people’s deep devotion to the Santo Niño with much fanfare,
bringing tourist and locals out on the streets of the city wearing colorful
costumes and dancing all day in rhythmic music.4

To be a destination harks back to the etymological origins of Cebu,
sugbo, which means to wade through shallow seawater as one

3

Ramon Farolan, “The Genius behind ‘Island in the Pacific,”’ Philippine Daily
Inquirer, 19 July 2016, https://opinion.inquirer.net/97458/the-genius-behindisland-in-the-pacific.

4

Sinulog Foundation Inc., “History of Sinulog,” https://sinulog.ph/history-ofsinulog/.

5

Resil B. Mojares, “Kaagi: The History of Cebu,” in Cebu More Than An Island,
ed. by Resil B. Mojares and Susan F. Quimpo (Makati City: Ayala Foundation
Inc, 1997), 8.

Lantay ni Kuya Mario, Mario Osmik, 30 years old,
Fruit Vendor and Lantay Maker,
Manalili Street, Carbon Public Market
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collaborate with international players and eventually entered the world
market. Among the local industries, the production of furniture, garments,
home and fashion accessories became leading export industries. Going
beyond celebrating the sand and sea, Cebu has become a design
destination and has been dubbed as the “Milan of Asia” in reference to
its handcrafted products that became hugely popular in Euro-American
markets.6 International buyers and distributors continue to come to
Cebu to shop for products that can be sold in showrooms abroad.
Foreign designers partner with local manufacturers to produce designs
handcrafted by local artisans using indigenous materials.

Re/turning to Downtown Cebu City

Bangko ni Tatay Carmelo at Nang Teresita, Carmelo and Teresita
Binario, 62 and 58 years old,
Ukay-ukay vendor, Freedom Park, Downtown Cebu City

The movement of peoples and the openness that comes with the
sulog of the surrounding seas condition the creative disposition of the

life as well as the enjoyment of cultural goods and services, notably for

Cebuanos. It is within the intricacy of these movements and the influx of

marginalized or vulnerable groups and individuals. 7

various ideas to the shores of Cebu that the recent accolade as Creative
City of Design becomes possible. More than a strategic positioning

My project Humble Objects thus attempts to create a historical and

to boost the creative economy, this title calls for the rethinking and

social re-reading of the practice of design as a communal engagement

reimagining of the role of design beyond serving international markets

that derives from vernacular traditions and purviews the aesthetics of

and reasserting its mission to serve local communities. For the Creative

the everyday. Centered around Cebu’s celebrated furniture and product

Cities Network, creativity becomes a strategic factor in sustainable urban

design industries, the project aims to explore and expand popular

development, aiming to improve access to and participation in cultural

understanding of design practice that crisscross established boundaries,
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6

Alexandra A. Seno, “Philippine City Makes Its Mark in Global Furniture Design,”
The New York Times, 10 March 2004.

7

Creative Cities Network, Mission Statement (United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization, 2004), https://en.unesco.org/creativecities/sites/creative-cities/files/uccn_mission-statement.pdf.

Bangko ni Ate Elizabeth,
Elizabeth Kentanir, 32 years old,
Vegetables, Spices Vendor,
3rd Unit, Vegetable Section, Carbon Public Market
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Bangkito chairs from Downtown Cebu City
(installation view)

stylistic categorizations, and art historical notions mostly anchored in

Designing for the World

western aesthetic experience.
When one thinks of Cebu as a creative city, one cannot but always
The project re/turns to the historic downtown district of Cebu City, once

associate it with the success the furniture industry via its star

the center of trade and commerce of the city, and interrogates the multi-

designers and what the local manufacturing firms have achieved in

faceted aesthetic life nurtured within the area. It looks into the various

the international stage. In the pioneering book on the history of local

aspects of everyday life and the material culture that sustains it: display

furniture-making, Cebu Furniture: A History of Inspiration and Innovation,

stalls, products and furniture used by vendors, transport carts used

author Maricris Encarnacion traces the industry’s beginnings to the

by kargadors, trading practices and interactions between vendors and

personal and professional journeys of those people who have brought

buyers, and quotidian activities such as walking, eating, transporting

the industry to where it is today.8

people and goods, and waiting. By transposing the concerns of the
practice of design from the commercial to the communal, the project

While Encarnacion briefly mentions the Spanish and American

wishes to bridge the gap promoting an attitude of inclusivity, continuity,

colonization as formative of the industry, she points to a rather

and sustainability.

important event that happened in 1947 while Cebu was recovering
from the ravages of World War II. Maria Montenegro Aboitiz founded the
8
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Maricris Encarnacion, Cebu Furniture: A History of Inspiration and Innovation
(Cebu City: Artpostasia Pte Ltd., 2012), 6-7.

pioneering furniture company called The Mehitabel and partnered with
the American entrepreneur couple John and Elinor McGuire who came
to help in the reconstruction of Cebu. Straight from Mrs. Aboitiz’s own
backyard in Lahug, Cebu City, her company produced furniture pieces
after designs created or directed by John McGuire.9 This partnership
marked a huge leap in the local furniture industry for it saw the
introduction of Cebu’s rattan and wooden furniture to the international
market, in particular to the houses of the wealthy in the United States.

Immediately, Cebu-made furniture became favorite pieces in American
homes, government offices, and private establishments. The McGuire
bamboo table sat in the foyer of the White House in Washington
during the term of President Richard Nixon. In 1983, the McGuire rattan
armchairs were seen in a photograph of US President Ronald Reagan
and UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher.10 From its early successes, the
industry continues to captivate up to the present. In 2004, Cebu-based

Bangkito ni Tatay George,
George Lupos, 63 years old,
Side Car Owner,
M.C. Briones St., Carbon Public Market

industrial designer Kenneth Cobonpue’s works appeared in the Hollywood

The founding of The Mehitabel is significant in many ways. While it was

movie Wimbledon. He was commissioned in 2007 to put together an

trailblazing new entrepreneurial opportunities, it was also recalibrating

entire film set with his furniture pieces for the hit move Ocean’s Thirteen.

the orientation of furniture production into a well-connected export

His works continue to become popular pieces for the homes of Hollywood

industry. From The Mehitabel to the present, Cebu’s furniture industry is

celebrities including Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie.

hugely characterized by an export-oriented, globally conscious, and a
highbrow outlook.
9

Ibid., 6-7.

10

Ibid., 9.
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Exoticizing Indigenous Rattan

appropriating the art of the colonized to a pre-existing template of the
primitive.12 To say that the earlier design of rattan furniture in Cebu were the

With an export-oriented production, what becomes apparent in the earlier

‘worst’ could be a bias borne out of this marginalization.

interjection of McGuire is the seeming disparity between local vernacularity
and western aesthetics. While the rattan furniture produced by local

The views of McGuire in this case presented a tendency towards exoticism.

craftspeople fulfilled domestic demand, it did not appeal to the tastes of

The use of rattan became an exoticized feature of the design intervention

American consumers. Thus, McGuire considered early rattan furniture to

and the tropical provenance of the said material became a compelling

be made “with the worst design.” However, what stood strongly was his

selling proposition. The saga of any exotic thing as Judy Sund contends

supposed “discovery” of a beautiful material that promised high investment

“begins with displacement: its removal from its context or culture, and

returns.

its repositioning in another, where it is adulterated, commodified and/or
repurposed.”13 In this sense, the rattan as indigenous material entered a

The rattan, among other local indigenous materials, became the selling

process of domestication and assumed value only when it passed through

point of the new endeavor. What was deficient in design was redeemed

commodification through an exoticist paradigm.

by the versatility of the rattan. Mcguire thus started commissioning foreign
designers to work with Mehitabel to produce elegant rattan furniture “fit for
the homes of the truly wealthy with discerning taste.” The McGuire designs

Anonymity of Craft Labor

“moved rattan furniture from the realm of the common and inexpensive, to
that of high class and luxury.”11

Alongside the celebratory use of local materials, what further characterized
the new orientation of Cebuano design was its reliance on the local

The domesticating intervention was driven primarily by Euro-American

artisans’ craft knowledge. Handcraft method of production further

notions of aesthetics, beauty, high art, and taste. These ideas hegemonic

satisfied the exoticizing gaze of foreign buyers. Against the proliferation

within America and Europe at one time, marginalized the aesthetic

of mass-produced objects, the arts of the ‘East,’ considered quaint and

practices of non-western countries and peoples, while frequently

uncorrupted by industrial capitalism provides a fantastical affinity to pure,
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11

Ibid., 27.

12

See Grant Pooke and Diana Newall, Art History: The Basics
(New York: Routledge Taylor and Francis Group, 2008).

13

Judy Sund, “Exotic—a Fetish for the Foreign,” GDC interiors Journal,
accessed 2 February 2020, https://www.gdcinteriors.com/exotic/.

Bangko ni Kuya Paul, Paul Gudia, 32 years old,
Fish and Seafood Vendor, Wet Section, Carbon Public Market

and routine practices of their craft-based cousins.15 Up to the present,
this supposed intellectual superiority of the practice of design, puts
artisans and craftspeople into a state of anonymity. The designers and
manufacturing companies dispense control over these creative outputs
and artisans become mere producers of labor.

As producers of labor, artisans are installed in production lines. Making
is divided into several stages and specific groups of people are assigned
to do specific tasks. While in the past, a piece of chair was done by an
pre-industrialized cultures.14 The handiwork of artisans became an integral

artisan from conception to production, those who are now working in

component to the brand value of Cebuano export product.

the production lines are alienated from the once meaningful experience
of making. Their work becomes disembodied, disfigured into parts and

To meet the high demand for handcrafted products, a new system of

ownership of the work becomes partial and impersonal. Making is reduced

production was put in place. Designers conceptualized ideas into technical

simply as a form of labor paid in wages. Oftentimes, labor conditions and

drawings that craftspeople adhered to during production phase. The

benefits compensation do not come by as equitable for everyone.

practice of designing and act of making became two distinct processes.
Today, the intellectual conception of design as authorship is valorized over

Romanticizing local artisans’ role in the expansion of the design industry,

the technical production that rendered form to preconceived design.

Encarnacion enshrines them as the best. She contends:
They are masters of their hands and have a good eye for color. And

This delineation between designer and artisan harks back to the time
when artists broke away from the medieval form of artistic production
and identified themselves with the idea of an academy that promoted
the intellectual and creative aspects of artmaking over the artisanal

while these traits are qualities of great craftsmen, they can [work]
against a production line whose thrust is quantity over quality. It
is the general impression of foreign buyers and designers that the
local manufacturers—including their individual workers—value
being the best, over being the biggest. The local manufacturer and
14

See Sara J. Oshinsky, “Exoticism in the Decorative Arts,” in Heilbrunn Timeline
of Art History (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000), https://www.
metmuseum.org/toah/hd/exot/hd_exot.htm.

15

See Paul Duro, “Academic Theory 1550–1800,” in A Companion to Art Theory,
ed. by Carolyn Wilde and Paul Smith (Blackwell Publishers Ltd, 2002), 88-103.
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Bangkito chairs from Downtown Cebu City and video installation of
Humble Objects documentary, www.jayjore.com
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craftsmen take [these] extra few minutes to get things done just
right and devote a great deal of thought to making a chair more
graceful, putting customers’ satisfaction above profit.16

Encarnacion’s valorizing description sensitizes and normalizes the

their work, as those done by furniture makers in many towns outside the

craftspeople’s disadvantaged position. The kind account of their

city, are underrecognized.

hard work revels at their inventiveness but continues to conceal the
underlying conditions of alienation and commodification. The alienating

The various conditions of anonymity created by an export-driven industry

circumstances further affect local communities. For instance, many

cause serious concern for the future of local design. If these conditions

Cebuanos have yet to realize the merits of Cebu being called a Creative

continue to haunt the already dwindling community of craftspeople, it

City. Most have narrow appreciation of the products made by homegrown

would be hard for the younger generation to pursue and protect the craft

manufacturing companies as these products are oftentimes not accessible

and tradition of making.

or distributed locally. They do not have the opportunity to see, touch, and
own these items. If they wish to buy one, locals have to reckon with the

Humility of Objects

export price.
By reclaiming the notion of design from the ‘discerning’ tastes of
Furniture-making for domestic needs, however, persisted. But, likewise, this

international markets back into the realm of the ordinary and the

has been alienated from the ongoing discussions on contemporary design.

everyday, Humble Objects may then be able to recuperate the agencies

A report in 1937 identified the barangays of Talamban and Mambaling, as

of artisans working with and among communities and reaffirm the value

well as the streets of Sanciangko and Tupas in the downtown area, as the

of ‘ordinary’ objects vis-à-vis the ‘designed’ ones. If the things that people

center of a thriving rattan furniture making in Cebu; while wooden furniture

use every day become a matter of non-design, the things produced by

were produced and sold along Lincoln Street.17 Up to this day, local artisans

an uncelebrated furniture maker then need designer intervention in

continue to make and sell various furniture in the same Lincoln Street but

order to pass as ‘designed.’ When vernacular design, materials, and craft
16

Encarnacion, Cebu Furniture, 6-7.

17

Agripino Astilla, “Cebu as a Commercial and Industrial Center,” in The Golden
Book of Cebu, ed. S.H. Gwekoh (Cebu: Jose S. Leyson, 1937), 106.
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are appropriated by contemporary designers and artists into their work,
the vernacular at once becomes an exotic reference, easily appropriated
to enhance commercial value.

Alfred Gell, in his Anthropology of Art, offers a framework that focuses
on the power of objects/artifacts to abduct through a “technology of
enchantment,” the nexus of agencies involved in their making.18 By
looking at commonplace objects that structure life in the downtown, the Jay Nathan Jore, Downtown Series Lightboxes (installation view), 2019
agencies of their makers may be abducted and elucidated. In the same
way, anthropologist Daniel Miller proposes the idea of the “humility of

goes beyond the process of manufacture—the agency of the user and

things” to describe the phenomenon where society relegates certain

his/her relationship with the object—that gives a new framework in

objects as background scenery. Despite their invisibility, these objects

teasing out the problem of design.

embody a great amount of power because of their ability to structure
normative behavior. For Miller, this theory gives shape and form to the

Social anthropologist Tim Ingold suggests a beautiful way to look at these

idea that objects make people.19

pieces of furniture past the hands of designers and artisans. He describes
that these pieces should not be encountered as finished objects answering

Following these ideas, Humble Objects started to study furniture

to a design that preceded and underwrote their manufacture. These things

pieces found in the downtown area: small chairs used by vendors

are not finished but are carried on in their use. Design of things does not,

called bangkito, display furniture, transport carts called kurumata, and

then, achieve its ends with their manufacturers.20 In this sense, sidewalk

front car tricycles. From these, the project tracked down craftspeople

vendors who faithfully use the small wooden bangkitos have created,

who continue to make and sell these pieces. Interestingly, the objects

through the years of constant sitting, a distinctive sheen of patina on the

gathered and documented reveal not just the agencies of their designer

surface alongside layers of textures by the weathering of heat or rain.

and maker. They brought attention to an important aspect of design that

Likewise, in this faithful relation to the object, they begin to draw figures
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18

See Alfred Gell, Art and Agency: An Anthropological Theory (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1998).

19

Daniel Miller, Stuff (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2009), 53.

20

See Tim Ingold, Making: Anthropology, Archaeology, Art and Architecture (New
York: Routledge Taylor and Francis Group, 2013).

and write texts as marks of ownership. Others weave discarded ropes
and wires to fasten parts together when they become unstable. These
interventions of users add new features and alter their manufactured look.
The notion of the unfinished objects liberates the practice of design from
the trap of commodity exchange and offers a framework for participation
that ultimately nurtures a community’s aesthetic life.

If things are never finished, Ingold asks, then can design any longer be
distinguished from making? Are design and making merely two words
for the same thing?21 Some answers to these questions may just be
found in the downtown. Many times, when vendors are asked about
their everyday little bangkito, they simply reply with a good laugh—
astonished, amused at the absurdity of such attention the stuffed,
knotted, woven little chair is getting.

Jay Nathan Jore, Cebu Downtown Photography Archive
(installation view), 2019

21

Ibid.
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Closing the exhibition component of the project Humble Objects, curator
Jay Nathan Jore led on March 7 a gathering of museum visitors in a
curator’s run-through highlighting the project’s objectives and concerns.
By looking closely at the social lives of the exhibited pieces of market
furniture, he expounded on anthropologist Daniel Miller’s notion of “the
humility of things” as the power of ordinary everyday objects to structure
normative behavior and frame a certain way of looking at the world. In

Furthermore, the run-through highlighted the design

his discussion, Jore questioned the delineation between the practice of

intervention made by vendors to prevent furniture pieces

designing and the practice of making and the roles that designers and

from disintegrating as they deteriorate with constant use.

artisans assume in the creation of things. In the context of the creative

Weaving and tying parts together with discarded plastic

industries in Cebu which valorized western aesthetic concepts brought

ropes and twines or bracing a chair’s legs with found pieces

along by an export-oriented production, the making of everyday things

of wood alter the manufactured look of the furniture. This

challenges the popular and oftentimes elitist understanding of the

practice offers a different way of looking at the process

notion and social function of design. As a UNESCO City of Design, how

of design beyond the hands of designers and artisans

else can the practice of design be beneficial to the well-being and

and ultimately includes the agency of users in the design

growth of communities? How can the practice of design sustain and

process. This participatory notion of design opens up to

include everyone?

more inclusivity and grounds the practice back to serving
local communities. The design of everyday things as pointed
out allows people to rethink and reframe what design
means beyond serving international markets and profit from
commodifying creativity.
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c u r a t e d b y C a r l o s Q u i j o n , J r.

ROCKY CA JIGAN
LESLE Y-ANNE CAO
KAT MEDINA
LEE PA JE
INDY PAREDES
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Lee Paje, Pagpamulak, 2018/2019
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The works of Lee Paje, Tekla Tamoria, Indy Paredes, and Lesley-Anne Cao

I write this essay during a one-month period of

a knowing intimacy or a life is a proposal to think about

“community quarantine,” a time of “social distancing” to

space and the exhibitionary form and the myriad ways

contain a global respiratory pandemic, Covid-19. Medical

these interface with ideas of the intimate. Curatorially,

professionals have urged people to refrain from bodily

I wanted to flesh out how spaces yield intimacies

contact. Schools and businesses have slowly transferred

inasmuch as I was keen on looking at how intimacies

to less risky work setups: from home, online. It has been

configure spaces. In thinking along these lines,

part of everyday social responsibility to maintain physical this exhibition is a prompt for explorations of varied
distance from other people. In this condition, what is

related affects attached to space: scales, familiarities,

productive in insisting on the poetic or transgressive

intimidations, immensities, recognitions. Thus, what you

potentials of intimacy?

encounter in the exhibition offers varied and for the most
part unusual propositions on how to think about and
experience space.
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Detail of a work from Lesley-Anne Cao’s Intro, outro, bridge, 2019
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Rocky Cajigan, Epidermis (detail), 2019
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Intimacies in this exhibition are contexts of encounters among objects,

Considering exhibitionary form and the urgency of intimacies, a

people, spaces, discursive regimes. By convening these factors within

knowing intimacy or a life thinks through these implications: the

the framework of the exhibition, it is hoped that the exhibitionary space

very recognition of the exhibition as a situation of sensible sociality,

is troubled, opened up to various situations that do not merely oblige to

a convivial gathering of people, materials, and affects, and that

thematics or representations, but ask the spectators to actively position

entails “emplacing one’s body in a geography of awareness of

themselves at the intersection of the traffics of objects, practices, agencies

how affects circulate between us and others.” Primary in these

that shape the experience of the exhibition. What does it involve, then, to

concerns is attention to gathering works, arranging them in space,

insist on the valency of being intimate? Although distance becomes a form

exhausting the possibilities of the exhibitionary space, alongside

of caring in the time of the pandemic, the prospect of intimacy in a milieu of

asking questions of artistic process, agencies, urgencies. This

fear and anxiety brought about by possible contamination presents in itself

scope might seem to comprise concerns that are too hermetic and

an ethical situation. A recent thinkpiece speaks to this viral situation:

self-referential. This might be the reason behind a frequent question

The challenge of Covid is monumentally ethical…[it] demands

that I have received in relation to the exhibition is about the idea of

of us a quintessentially Spinozan ethics of positioning, of

the exhibition’s “outside”—a provocation that may also be couched

emplacing one’s body in a geography of awareness of how

in terms of “social relevance” or “significance.” For the most part,

affects circulate between us and others…But others are also

the exhibition delays such quick transpositions by focusing on the

the ones who, faced with Covid, have become joint presences,
intimate but geographically remote connections, unidentifiable

idea of practice as a way of mediating understandings of the social.

flows of causalities. We are all collective bodies, with histories

With the exception of Lee Paje’s work that had been commissioned

and futures, bacteria and mites, mobile phones and prostheses,

prior, the exhibition tasked artists to consider their process, interests,

moving along like clouds of affects, emanating presence and

itineraries in invoking the intimate. They are presented as active

attachments, fears and desires. At any one moment, we carry
about us our whole lives and deaths, and we converge with
other bodies, human and nonhuman, forming temporary or

mediators of social life, wielders of wills to form, and actors in a
generative ecology of motivation and materiality.

more lengthy assemblages. We are all collective bodies leading
collective lives with other collective bodies.1

1

Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, “Covid: The Ethical
Disease,” Critical Legal Thinking, 13 March 2020,
https://criticallegalthinking.com/author/andreasphilippopoulos-mihalopoulos/.
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Detail of a work from Cao’s Intro, outro, bridge

It would be seductive to bracket and deploy binaries of the aesthetic or
the social, or in the title of the exhibition: intimacy or a life. As a thinker, I
have been interested in the power of equivocation, here marked by the
word “or.” This is what drew me to the phrase I used as title, which queer
scholars Lauren Berlant and Lee Edelman have formulated in relation
to sex as an activity that is exceptionally defined by vulnerabilities and
insufficiencies of agents. 2 It is seductive to choose between, that is, to
ignore the socialities that inhere in categories such as the aesthetic or
the intimate or to disavow the intimacies that constitute ideas of social
life. Poet and critic James Longenbach has written about the power of
the word “or” as a power of syntax—arranging words to form sentences,
2
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See Lauren Berlant and Lee Edelman, Sex, or the
Unbearable (Durham: Duke University Press, 2013).

to annotate sense and duration. For him: “Not to know choice
is not to be human, to have no syntax. But to have made a
choice is no longer to be fully alive, to come to the end of
syntax.”3 That choosing ends syntax parallels what I wanted to
propose in the exhibition: to choose a knowing intimacy over
a “life” brings an unproductivity that separates art from its
social lives and afterlives or, inversely, choosing to foreground
“life” ignores the intelligence of artists or the vitality of the
artistic practice as it is sited in the meshwork of the social.
The equivocation invokes a troubling without demanding for
complete closure or resolution. This informs the exhibition’s
provocation: is there a situation wherein art, its production
and circulation, may be extricated from its sensuous
materiality or its social life? Like dirt from Paje’s work or the
rust in Lesley-Anne Cao’s bells or the wood shavings from Indy
Paredes’s structures, the intimate is socially animate in all its
sensuousness. a knowing intimacy or a life presents works and
artistic concerns as one moment in their felicitous iterations
and circulations which are always entangled in various forms
of sociality.

3

James Longenbach, “The Other Hand,” in The Resistance to
Poetry (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 75.

Texts commissioned from poets Michelle Esquivias and Itos Ledesma,
part of Cao’s Intro, outro, bridge
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Works from Paje’s Pagpamulak

Five artists are presented in the exhibition. Lee Paje installs a series
of concrete sculptures of genitalia rendered in stylized typologies: the
flaccid penis or the boob becomes a boulder, the vagina becomes a
bench. Titled Pagpamulak (Blossom), the work is commissioned as
part of Lawas, a site-specific art project that was part of the UP Diliman
Festival of Culture and the Arts 2018: Kat(h)awan: Bodies, Culture,
Society. Spectators interacted with the installation which were situated
in a sculpture garden. Cast in concrete, smoothed, painted white, the
depicted private parts shed off the shame of flesh and other common
conceptions of the body as an object of the private and the intimate, and
coaxed its viewers to encounter them as unremarkable outdoor furniture.
The works “served as recreational ground and, equally, a fleshing out
and breaking down of the assumptions with regards to these body parts.
Intimations of the very parts that are assigned to every person become
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Continuing with his investigations on the ecologies and infrastructures of
urban life, Indy Paredes turns his attention to the actual edifice that is the
site of the exhibition, the building of the Vargas Museum. In the work titled
Detachment, Paredes fabricates and recreates elements of the museum’s
architecture and places them inside the museum space. According to
the artist: “I tried to obtain emphasis on the static functionality of objects
when they change location, placement, and materiality while keeping
Works from Indy Paredes’s Detachment, 2019

reconsiderations of the expectations, prejudices, and duties attached
to them—an exploration of senses and affects and how people assess
their belonging to the world.” For the exhibition, a number of sculptures
from the original installation are brought inside the museum. Distress
marks from prior de-installation and transport of the works remain

their form, dimensions, and measurements. The process of remaking the
outdoor components of the museum enabled me to encounter not only
the major functional parts of the building but even up to its smallest inch.”
What is played out in this work is a mirage of structure that interrogates
imaginations of the built environment. For Paredes, the museum’s glass walls
elaborate a possible instance of intimacy in the “possibility of its permeability,
vulnerability, and its capability of being a reflective agent while still being

visible on the surface of the objects, while some dirt are cleaned off for
the purposes of bringing them inside. This transposition, from public
installation to sculptural objects inside the museum, problematizes
the affective shifts in one’s encounter with these objects. Whereas the
work’s public dimension successfully invites people to interact with
these installations, there is something about the museum interiors that,
despite its more intimate proxemics, makes spectators wary of touching
or interacting with the objects.
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seen through.” The works explored an interest that was resonant in how
spectators regarded Paje’s sculptures: the relationship of intimacy with
ideas of inside and outside, and the status of the art object and how
people interact with it.

Rocky Cajigan’s Epidermis transplants a sampling of soil from the
Kadchog Rice Terraces in Bontoc, Mountain Province, one of the oldest
terrace formations in the region. Using a GPS reference, Cajigan plots it in
the museum, approximating coordinates in an 8 x 8 floor grid resembling
a chess board. The choice of the location from which the sampling is
Detail from Cajigan’s Epidermis

sourced references an archival photograph taken by Albert Ernest Jenks,
an American anthropologist who worked as Chief of Ethnological Survey
in the Philippines. Jenks’s photograph is titled “The Entrance to Bontoc
Pueblo” and was taken in 1902 while he was part of the US colonial
government that was also responsible for sending over Bontoc Igorots
to the Saint Louis Exposition in 1904. The soil samples are displayed in
makeshift scales, on one plate is the dried soil sample, balanced against
a sampling of debris from road or house developments near the area, on
the other plate. According to Cajigan, the work “alludes to a recent plan
to construct an alternate road into Bontoc at the foot of the Kadchog
Rice Terraces. The access road raises possibilities of future housing
construction on the terrace plots.” Cajigan’s Epidermis looks at intimacies
of identity, place, ecology as these interplay with the intricacies of the
ethno- and the geographic—how even the composition of soil unravels
“land-tilling decisions farmers make even within communal agricultural
cycles and rituals” that mark identity.
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its potential beyond ornament or souvenir: a necklace made by her
grandmother, a makeshift telephone, ladle, vessel for holy water.

For two of four projects, the works are imagined as invoking
afterlives beyond the exhibition. Paje’s works were donated to
the College of Fine Arts and are now installed in the college
grounds. Cajigan’s work is only one phase in a larger project that
Detail from Medina’s half-life, 2019

encompasses place, history, and identity. Paredes’s and Medina’s
works are both one-off works but are consolidations and extensions

Kat Medina takes interest in the thing itself as a method of creating,

of both artists’ conceptual interests. In this sense the works are

concentrating, and dispersing intimacy. In half-life, the artist attends

caught in the latitude of the social, not because of a thematic or

to the mundanity of the shell. She collects shells of different shapes

overtly critical resonance, but because they are imbricated in

and sizes and subjects them to processes
that interface the exhibitionary and the
archaeological, a discipline that the artist
is pursuing alongside the artistic. Medina
prospects a “pragmatic possibility” for
intimacy, citing a “loss of imagination
towards a material so abundant in our own
shores.” The procedure is archeological
in its disclosure of how the shell takes
part in a material ecology that for her is
quite unremarked and how it convenes
circulations of the material that expand
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Tekla Tamoria, Vegetating Alter/native Histories, 2019

practice and discipline—which deals with and mediates the pragmatics
of local economies and ecologies. Tekla Tamoria’s fabric work from Cristian
Tablazon’s Variations of the Field and Czar Kristoff’s works on paper from
Pristine de Leon’s Built on Sand further facet the exhibition by unsettling its
containment and even the curator’s vision and assumed mastery over, and

Cajigan’s Epidermis and
Czar Kristoff’s Temporary Property, 2019

even intimacy with, the works commissioned for the project.
Detail from Cao’s Intro, outro, bridge

Keen on questions of artistic practice and process, Lesley-Anne Cao’s Intro,
outro, bridge articulately ventures into the poetic potentials of tendencies
intimated in the earlier parts of this essay. Cao gathers and arranges
objects that she has produced in the span of a year. These include objects
produced for exhibitions and residencies, in and out of the country,
and objects shown as artworks in themselves or as part of mediated
experiences or other works. Her artistic practice captures procedures of
making that is productively vulnerable because either shaped by objects
found or sourced from other agents, or reliant on the expertise of others:
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To arrive at intimacy, the exhibition prospects a dispersive understanding
of what the interfaces of the intimate and the spatial might be or look like.
3d-printed floral garlands from
Cao’s Intro, outro, bridge

from 3d-printed floral garlands, a dress sewn using gold thread, a

The proposed equivocation is an important aspect of this prospect, since
it has the power to “hold the world at bay,” allowing moments for delay,
interrogation, or intervention. This captures the radicality of the equivocal “or”:

gravemarker, to the various documentations of these items. The objects
“represent groups of work conceived and installed as a way to pay
attention to things other than the palpable glint or grain of materials and
surfaces.” In lieu of material and objective self-sufficiency, Cao presents
the exhibition space “not as a self-contained whole but as passageways

We know how to move forward depending on the syntax we employ,
and if the word “because” puts one foot purposefully in front of the
other, if the word “and” permits us to wander, the word “or” forces
us to stagger, doubling backward, falling down. “Or” is our means of
defending ourselves against our own strength.4

that locate and dislocate, allowing the generation and continuation
of a body of work not self-contained or complete but dispersed,

In this exhibition, to be intimate is to disavow the self-sufficency of

supplementary, and never finished.” The works achieve density in their

the art object or the exhibition, or of categories such as the social or

circulation and find, in their contingent assemblage and adjacencies in

the aesthetic, or even the curator and the artist. It is to allow these

the exhibition, renewed potentialities.

categories to interact and burden one another, in a way cultivating
equivocality to play out an attentiveness to separate but simultaneous,

A strong sense of material interest characterizes works in the exhibition,

irreducible presences. Indeed, paraphrasing the quoted material in the

complemented by an acute discernment of the possibilities of display. In

first part of this essay, in the exhibition, subjects, objects, and milieu

all this, practice becomes a compelling trope as it concerns both artistic

become an ensemble of presences in a geography of awareness and

process and the agentive prowess of the artist, and the currents and

affects. In this climate and cartography, to be intimate ultimately is to

currencies of their labor situated in the vaster universe of institutions,

render oneself vulnerable to the unsettling vitalities of process and

infrastructures, politics, and other aspects of the social.

practice, the agencies and traffics of circulations.

4

Ibid., 83.
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A curator’s and artists’ walkthrough of the exhibition a knowing intimacy
or a life marked the last day of the Curatorial Development Workshop
Exhibitions. The walkthrough discussed the contexts of the exhibition
and how it developed from what was presented during the curatorial
workshops in 2018. From the initial entanglements of space and
vulnerability to how space might be understood in terms of relations
of intimacy—how spaces become intimate, how being intimate with
spaces changes how we experience them to how different registers
and scales of intimacy might be explored in or using space, the
walkthrough focused on how the exhibition offers varied and for the
most part unusual propositions on how to deal with space.

Four of the five artists of the exhibition were present to
talk about their projects. Lee Paje discussed the history
of her work for the exhibition and how it transformed
from its initial context as part of a public art project
within the university campus to its relocation inside
the premises of the museum and to its eventual (and
possibly permanent) transfer to the College of Fine Arts
grounds; Indy Paredes shared the thinking process
behind his work that reproduces the structural design
of the museum itself; Lesley-Anne Cao talked about
her work which fleshed out her artistic trajectory for
the year; and Kat Medina elaborated on how present
interests and recurring concerns about objects and
things and technologies of display shaped her work for
the exhibition.
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Tekla Tamoria, Vegetating Alter/native
Histories (video still), 2019
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curated by Cristian Tablazon

ALL AN BALISI
BE A CAMACHO
W DON FLORES
AARON KAISER GARCIA WITH KOMUNIDAD X
GYM LUMBERA
SHIREEN SENO
TEKL A TAMORIA
SIDNE Y VALDE Z
GAIL VICENTE

1

This project builds and expands on the exhibition prompt and concept paper I
authored for a group show curated by Nomina Nuda in collaboration with Abbey
Batocabe and Emen Batocabe of Para://Site Projects in September 2018. The said
exhibition titled Fieldnotes comprised site-specific installations, performances, and
sound by 15 artists initially situated and documented at the Makiling Botanic Gardens
and later on transposed to Nomina Nuda in Los Baños, Laguna.

TANYA VILL ANUE VA
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W. Don Flores, Annnotations (set 1a) for the tongue of a little known bird, 2019
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I have been living and working in Los Baños, Laguna for over 10 years
now, and the Makiling Botanic Gardens (MBG)—as a liminal and curated
place—and its history have been a constant source of viable interest
and fascination for me. It particularly strikes me how little examined the
MBG has been beyond research and studies in silviculture, despite its
various overdeterminations that have accumulated over the decades,
from the conception of what is now the University of the Philippines
Los Baños (UPLB) under the deanship of an American botanist and
Thomasite, to the instatement of the Makiling Forest Reserve by a series
of governor generals of the American colonial administration, down to
its further development under President Manuel Quezon. The public
launch and development of the MBG as a recreation site coincides
with the promulgation of the Marcosian New Society (displacing
numerous kaingero families and communities of informal settlers in
the process2), and apart from running parallel to the couple’s palliative
‘beautification’ projects and cosmopolitanist impulse as a world-class
facility, the instrumentation of the endemic as a nativist-nationalist trope
found good use of the botanic gardens as well, being home to 50% of
species autochthonous to the archipelago, either naturally occurring
or transposed from other parts of the country to Makiling. And as if its
context isn’t convoluted enough, at present the MBG is partly sustained
by SM Supermalls.
2

Gail Vicente, Sumpa Kita (installation view), 2019
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The reserve’s area has constantly struggled with the presence of kaingeros and
communities of informal settlers, and approaches governing the reserve had been
highly regulatory and punitive from the start.

Allan Balisi, Span of the Image, 2016

Variations of the Field comprises installations and performances that

artists have been enjoined to respond to the MBG and work with the

regard naturalist discourse as inherently implicated in cultural orders,

archives implicated in our natural and colonial histories. Variations of the

and examine how the regulated space and ecosystems of natural-history Field is an invitation to view the history, constitution, and persistence of
facilities like the MBG, similar programs with scientific underpinnings,

the national botanic garden as inevitably and inextricably political—an

and other governmental and epistemological forms of containment, have

artifact and relic generated along the lines of the nation project and

always manifested the interests and values of the day. The participating

other apparatuses of the state—and consider the intimate affair between
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natural history and violence, and the entanglements of nature with
culture and state histories.

This exhibition takes cue, in part, from the development of heraldry as
a symbolic language (referred to as “the floral border in the garden of
history”), and the nature of grid systems as inherently cartographic
and staple to human regimes, from board games, schematics, and
pixels, to weaving, astronomy, and military and imperial strategies. By
exploiting the shared etymology of seme (a unit of meaning) and semé
(an emblematic field or charge covered with small bearings) to strike
parallels between semantic field and “variations of the field” in armorial
blazons, the project teases out intimate links between martial schemes
and epistemology. In the name of botany and empire, the heraldic
variations of the field also come to mean field of play, the distribution
of organisms and minerals in an ecosystem, the configuration of
exhibited objects on a material plane, and the colonial reordering of
natural worlds.

Now past its heyday, the MBG’s deteriorating facility houses remnants
of its ‘glory’ days. Little examined save for research and studies in the
fields of life sciences, the national botanic garden is a remanent site
of indices—both natural and artificial—to the overdeterminations that
have accumulated over the decades, from its conception in 1910 by the

Previous page

Tanya Villanueva, If you leave me, you will be gone, 2019

Gym Lumbera, The Black Dog Which Causes Cholera
(installation view), 2019
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home to a variety of tropical flora and fauna, both indigenous and exotic.3
The MBG is a natural museum containing living collections of many
plants endemic to the archipelago, with more than 50% of the species
present in the Philippines. The national botanic garden constitutes the
state-owned forest reserve and first national park of the Philippines that
was declared an ASEAN Heritage Park in 2013. Nestled in the legendary
mountain sacred to many locals and pilgrims, the botanic garden
shares the same ecosystem that prompted the Marcos administration to
situate the National Arts Center in Los Baños.4 The facility was formally
established as a training laboratory for scientific and silvicultural studies
for the purpose of supporting professional instruction and many local
and international researchers, and for serving the needs of tourists as
Aaron Kaiser Garcia with Komunidad X, Dakel Saday:
The Unpublished Philippine Folk Dances of the Tasaday,
Volume I (installation view), 2018/2019

well as the educational and recreational needs of the general public.

American colonial government, to its development as a public
recreation facility during the promulgation of the New Society, and

3

The MBG is also site to a substantial portion of the Molawin Creek, which originates
from Mt. Makiling and flows through the University of the Philippines Los Baños
campus. Molawin Creek played a significant role in the establishment and
construction of the then UP College of Agriculture in 1908, led by Edwin Copeland.
Furthermore, the creek has sustained the diverse flora and fauna native to the area
and necessary for the university’s biological laboratories and its establishment as a
premiere and pioneering institution in the realm of natural sciences. The untreated
wastes from the campus dormitories, housing units, and laboratories, however, are
expelled into the creek, whose endpoint is the Laguna de Bay, directly affecting
inhabitants surrounding the lake.

4

The MBG, whose establishment, public launch, and development coincide with
the regime of the Marcoses and the late dictator and his wife’s promulgation of
the Bagong Lipunan, ran parallel to their “beautification” projects and the abovementioned governmental efforts “to articulate [our] decidedly Filipino identity” and
“uphold what is truly Filipino” while being “world-class” at the same time, in their bid
for national development. The instatement of the national botanic garden and the
curation of local natural environment and endemic life forms conveniently fit in this
authoritarian scheme to fabricate the so-called deep structures. Furthermore, other
than being a place for learning and source of pride in our indigenous natural wealth,
the MBG also became a picturesque backdrop for and welcome site of bonding and
recreation of the ‘happy’ and ‘content’ Filipino family of the New Society.

down to the present.

Instituted in 1963 in Los Baños, Laguna through the Republic Act 3523
and launched to the general public in 1965, the MBG is a 300-hectare
natural forest reserve on the northeastern slope of Mt. Makiling that
possesses enormous biological diversity and genetic resources, being
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Building on MBG’s arboretum of big-leaf mahoganies, which represent

Baños, established in 1909 under the deanship of an American botanist

the earliest seed lot of this species, first introduced in the Philippines

and Thomasite; to the instatement of the Makiling Forest Reserve from

in 1913 from British India, this exhibition also attempts to situate the

1910 to 1933 by a series of governor generals of the American colonial

mahogany, Swietenia macrophylla, as a cardinal node in a web of

administration, down to its further development under President Quezon

Anglo-American colonial institutions and knowledge systems. This is

of the Commonwealth Period; and culminating at the eventual site of

a transaction that I find fascinating, however seemingly small, and I

the exhibition proper, the Vargas Museum, administered by the state

believe that building on this could possibly lead to potent examinations

university established in 1908 by the US colonial government itself and

of early 20th-century US and British institutional networks mapped out

moored on an art collection and archive whose bulk had been produced

by the itinerancy and circulation of the said plant between two colonies

during the decades of US occupation. Besides mining the possibilities in

in the so-called East Indies. Variations of the Field seeks to plot a course

the tensions and interface between both the wilderness (simultaneously

from the Royal Botanic Gardens in Calcutta, founded in 1786 by an army

natural and fabricated, as in the case of the MBG) and the institutional,

officer of the British East India Company for the purpose of identifying

formal, and modern enclosed spaces of the Vargas Museum, I thought

new plants of commercial value; to the UP College of Agriculture in Los

what more fitting way to bookend the historical course delineated

Tamoria, Vegetating Alter/native Histories
(instalation vew)
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Shireen Seno, A child dies, a child plays,
a woman is born, a woman dies, a bird
arrives, a bird flies off (CCTV edition), 2019

above than by these two state museums—curated exhibition sites

flora produced from the 1905 onwards. As a counter-Wunderkammer

of specimens and artifacts alike, and both deeply enfolded in the

of sorts, Variations of the Field plots this course between the natural-

knowledge-production and construction of national imaginaries under

history infrastructure in Makiling and the Vargas Museum—from the first

US rule. The motif of the wonder cabinet is sustained as well in the

mahogany specimen in the archipelago to Jorge B. Vargas, the Executive

person of Vargas, who, besides serving as the Commonwealth Executive

Secretary of the Philippine Commonwealth, as an agent within a network

Secretary, was himself a botany enthusiast and avid gardener, and held

of imaginings, world-making, and fabrication of Philippine modernities

a deep fascination for ‘curiosities’ of his own time as demonstrated by

under the US empire, interrogating institutional-mapping centers,

his massive collection of art, memorabilia, ephemera, books, and other

archives, and exhibition sites of specimens and artifacts alike, vis-à-vis

documents, including literature on the botanical history of Philippine

the recalcitrant palimpsest and wild figurations of the open field.
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Valdez’s New Territories and Tamoria’s Vegetating Alter/native Histories
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“The Forest is in the City is in the Forest” is a two-day workshop

in ways of controlling nature. We propose to begin from Tablazon’s

conducted by The Forest Curriculum in collaboration with IdeasCity

research and curatorial project Variations of the Field at the Vargas

of the New Museum, New York as one of the satellite programs of the

Museum that draws from the overdeterminations of natural-history

Nanyang Technological University Centre for Contemporary Art (NTU

infrastructure in Los Baños, Laguna. Taking off from the historical and

CCA) Ideas Fest 2020 that “speculate on connections between the built

political trajectories excavated by Tablazon, artist Tan Zi Hao will present

environment, the natural world, and social movements.” Building on the

and lead the workshop in dialogue, drawing from his engagements

research project and exhibition Variations of the Field and taking place in

in colonial and natural histories and nonhuman agencies in the

Los Baños, Laguna on 19 and 20 February 2020, the workshop is led by

cosmologies of the Malay Peninsula and Java. How do we imagine

Cristian Tablazon and Tan Zi Hao, and participated by over 50 artists from

these histories as a cosmological complex? In what ways do the layers

various disciplines.

of these worlds, these strata of different histories interact? And what
devices must be built to not only unpack, but work with these processes

“Nature has history, and the histories of man are entangled with those

of layering? Drawing threads of connection from this “man-made”

of natures. In Southeast Asia, these histories of nature are even more so

forest, this workshop will include presentations by the two artists,

deeply tied to colonial rule and to the ideologies of the authoritarian or

followed by activities led by them in which they share aspects of their

dictatorial regimes that followed European and American colonization.

methodologies, especially those developed during the course of their

These regimes enacted not only an extractivist relationality with nature,

engagement with the two spaces” (Pujita Guha and Abhijan Toto,

but went further and conducted, and continue to conduct, experiments

The Forest Curriculum).
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Captions to photos (next spread)
1 to 4: At the entomological archive of the University of the Philippines Los Baños, the oldest and biggest of its kind in Asia
5: One of the voucher specimens from the US colonial period at the FPRDI Herbarium and Xylarium in Los Baños
6: 19th-century plant pathogen specimen at the UPLB Botanical and Mycological Herbaria
7: Roman Catholic ephemera at the Mycological Herbarium
8 to 11: At the Rabor Zoological and Wildlife Collection
12 to 16: Specimens at the Solis Veterinary Anatomy Exhibit Hall
17: Curator Abhijan Toto of The Forest Curriculum introducing the second day of the workshop at the National Arts Center on Mount Makiling in Los Baños
18 to 21: Malaysian artist and researcher Tan Zi Hao delivering his lectures for the workshop proper
22: Workshop prompt cards by Tan Zi Hao
23 to 38: Workshop proper at the Maharlika Hall of the National Arts Center, Mount Makiling
32: Workshop output by Nice Buenaventura
34: Output by Sidney Valdez
36: Cover of Jed Gregorio’s zine output
39 to 40: Digital projection of Jose Olarte’s video ouput at Nomina Nuda

Photos by AK Ocol, Mijoo Park, Glenn Diaz, Tanya Villanueva, Desi Tolentino, Nice Buenaventura, Nomina Nuda, Abhijan Toto, and Jed Gregorio
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Agents
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Workshop
Participants
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John Alexis Balaguer
Mariano Batocabe
Christian Jil Benitez
Eunice Lacaste
Mark Lugue
Arianna Mercado
Jeckree Mission
Francis Raphael Solajes
Dumay Solinggay
Mercedes Tolentino
Harvey Vasquez
Aaron Vicencio
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Karl Albais (b. 1990, Pasay City) is an award-winning visual artist, independent curator,
and electronics engineer hailing from Taguig City. He is a two-time grand prize winner of
the Vision Petron National Student Art Competition. He is also a first prize winner in both
the 2010 MACC Painting Competition and the 2014 Sampayan ng Bayan T-shirt Design
Contest and, a multiple semifinalist in the Metrobank Art and Design Excellence Painting
Competition. Back in 2018, he was feted as one of the regional winners in the 24th
Philippine Art Awards and, was shortlisted in its subsequent edition. His works have been
exhibited locally in various venues, including at the Arzobispo de Manila, the National
Museum of the Philippines, Le Pavillon Metropolitan Park, and the Yuchengco Museum.
Following his stint as a museum curator of the Asian Institute of Maritime Studies, he
now works with the National Commission for Culture and the Arts as its World Heritage
Sites Coordinator. Presently, he is taking his Master of Arts in Art Studies major in
Art History from the University of the Philippines.

Pristine L. de Leon (b. 1993, Quezon City) is a writer. Her work as a writer and
editor at Hinge Inquirer Publications led her to cover the visual arts. In 2016 she
received the Purita Kalaw-Ledesma Prize for Art Criticism. She currently writes
features and reviews on art under the column “Counteract” at The Philippine
Star. In 2019, she took part in ArtsEquator’s Asian Arts Media Roundtable held in
Singapore which provided a platform for discussing arts journalism and criticism
in the region. While pursuing a Master’s degree in Art Studies: Art Theory and
Criticism from the University of the Philippines, she teaches at the Fine Arts
Department of the Ateneo de Manila University. Her research interests revolve
around art and the everyday which encompasses the lived experience of space
and place, as well as art’s interface with mass media, activism, and anthropology.
Built on Sand is the first exhibition she curated.
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Jay Nathan Jore (b. 1987, Cebu) is an assistant professor of Fine Arts at the University
of the Philippines Cebu teaching art history and theory and product design courses.
He is the curator of the Jose T. Joya Gallery and the director of the Office for Initiatives in
Culture and the Arts of UP Cebu. He finished Bachelor of Fine Arts from the University
of San Carlos in Cebu City and completed his MA Art Studies: Art Theory and Criticism
from the University of the Philippines Diliman. He is the art historian of Project Kisame
which studies the ceiling frescoes of churches in the Philippines. He recently curated
the retrospective shows Balik-Lantaw by the Cebuano cubist Celso Pepito and Latagaw
ug Utok by the cartoonist and illustrator Josua Cabrera at the Joya Gallery. He also
curated Descendants for Frida Gallery in Bacolod City, a group exhibition by queer
artists in the Visayas.

Carlos Quijon, Jr. (b. 1989, Manila) is a critic and curator. He is a fellow of
the research platform Modern Art Histories in and across Africa, South and
Southeast Asia (MAHASSA), convened by the Getty Foundation’s Connecting
Art Histories project. He writes exhibition reviews for Artforum. His research is
part of the book From a History of Exhibitions Towards a Future of ExhibitionMaking (Sternberg Press, 2019). He is an alumnus of the Ateneo National Writers
Workshop in Manila and the inaugural Para Site Workshops for Emerging
Professionals in Hong Kong in 2015, and a participant of the symposium “How
Institutions Think” in Arles in 2016. In 2017, he was a research resident in MMCA
Seoul and a fellow of the Transcuratorial Academy both in Berlin and Mumbai.
He curated Courses of Action in Hong Kong in 2019, a will for prolific disclosures
in Manila and co-curated Minor Infelicities in Seoul in 2020. With Singaporebased curator Kathleen Ditzig, he will be co-curating a series of exhibitions and
programs in Singapore and Manila in 2021 on Afro-Southeast Asian solidarities.
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Cristian Tablazon (b. 1985, Manila) lives and works in Los Baños, Laguna
where he co-runs Nomina Nuda, a small nonprofit curatorial platform and
exhibition space. His works have been shown at GAMeC (IT), Image Forum
Festival (JP), Artspeak (CA), Animistic Apparatus (TH), Ayala Museum (PH),
Centro Casa Àsia Madrid (ES), PHotoESPAÑA, Spaceppong (KR), Lostgens (MY),
CICA Museum (KR), ArtCenter College of Design (US), The Wrong Biennale,
and Seattle Center Armory (US), among others. Tablazon is also a member of
the Film Desk of the Young Critics Circle and an incoming artist-in-residence
in Udine for the seventh edition of B#Side War in 2021 through a grant from
the Regional Council of Friuli Venezia Giulia. He will also be curating a group
exhibition consisting of photo-based media at the Cultural Center of the
Philippines, slated from July through September 2021. His research interests
include memory and autobiography in moving-image practices, political
economies of natural history in colonial Philippines, and constructions of
futurity through art under authoritarian rule.
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Brisa Amir (b. 1992, Quezon City) paints through textures in her studio and its
peripheries. She makes marks through cracks in unfinished walls, while rainfall
makes spontaneous stains, and footsteps, paws imprint on paper. Amidst these
layers, graphite and industrial paint complement the organic mark-making.
Beyond a fascination with paper’s materiality, Amir documents daily activities in
immersive walks: observing residents improvising missing parts of their homes,
collecting objects common to a curb (wood, discarded textile) and recording
structures through thermal paper’s touch.
After graduating with a BFA in Painting from the University of the Philippines in 2017,
she held her first solo exhibition Slow Painting at Artinformal in 2018, garnering a
feature in Artforum magazine. In 2019, she held a one-woman show in the first S.E.A.
Focus in Gillman Barracks, Singapore.
Allan Balisi (b. 1982, Isabela) graduated from the Far Eastern University with a BFA
in Advertising. Since 2006 he has had numerous solo and group shows with Blanc
Gallery, Artery Art Space, West Gallery, Silverlens, Richard Koh Fine Art (Singapore),
and Clear Edition & Gallery (Tokyo), among others. He was also shortlisted for the
Ateneo Art Awards in 2009 and 2013. Balisi’s work underscores a shared and intuitive
consciousness of life, with painting as primarily concerned with the medium and
practice itself, focusing on the eradication of unnecessary information, a paring
down as a means to define its essence, to arrive at the drawing of a structure,
towards the idea in a nutshell, a simulacra. With just the structure prevailing in
the work’s graphic quality, Balisi is thus able to focus on the slow and deliberate
reification of the image, stroke after stroke, addressing the flat reality of the canvas,
top to bottom and from side to side, brandishing painting’s apparent disposition
towards its conventions while simultaneously providing a critique of representation,
the task of painting—a tautological condition developed from a photographic source
through the practice of painting.

Rocky Cajigan (b. 1988, Mountain Province) works in assemblage, installation, and
painting, often focusing on identity, transition, indigeneity, and decolonization. The
works he has produced range from boxes filled with spiritual and ritual objects to
installations of backstrap looms made of protest banners and human hair. His recent
solo shows include Sanctum (2018) at MO_Space, Taguig City and Collective Memories
(2018) at The Drawing Room, Makati City. In 2016, Cajigan won the Ateneo Art Award
Fernando Zóbel Prize for Visual Art for his first solo exhibition Museumified (2015) at
Blanc Gallery, Quezon City.
Cajigan organizes and manages art projects in the Cordillera including for the AX(iS)
Art Project, an organization that since 2011 has gathered artists to assess public
access around contemporary art and what regional art means. He is currently based
in Benguet, Philippines where he continues to examine his Bontok indigenous history
and what this placement holds in identity formation and representation.
Bea Camacho (b. 1983, Manila) is a visual artist who works in installation,
performance, and video, reflecting upon memory, distance, and absence.
She received her B.A. in Visual and Environmental Studies from Harvard University. Her
work has been exhibited in the Cultural Center of the Philippines, National Museum
of the Philippines, Metropolitan Museum of Manila, Museum of Contemporary Art and
Design in Manila, the Musee d’Art Moderne in St. Etienne, Kyoto Art Center, Hangaram
Museum, EuGon Museum of Photography, Triennale di Milano Design Museum, Queens
Museum of Art, Institute of Contemporary Art Boston, and the Tate Modern.
She was an exhibiting artist for the 2006 Asian Contemporary Art Week in New York
City and the 2009 International Women Artists Biennale in Incheon, Korea. She is a
recipient of the 2018 Thirteen Artists Award from the Cultural Center of the Philippines.
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Lesley-Anne Cao’s (b. 1992, Quezon City) work is a series of processes and
divergent practices that revolve around artmaking, the exhibition, and fiction. Recent
works use recognizable materials such as books, plants, debris, precious metals,
and money, enacting displacements and substitutions by way of creating sets and
narratives.
Cao holds a BFA from the University of the Philippines College of Fine Arts - Diliman
with a semester’s scholarship at the École national supérieure des Beaux-Arts in
Paris, France. Recent exhibitions include The hand, the secretary, a landscape at the
Cultural Center of the Philippines (2018), More light than heat with Lao Lianben at
Calle Wright, Manila (2019), and the New Cinema Competition program at the 15th
Berwick Film & Media Arts Festival in the UK (2019). She has been granted artist
residencies in Taiwan and Finland and has also presented work in Australia, Seoul,
Hong Kong, and Indonesia.
Nathalie Dagmang (b. 1993, Marikina City) graduated Magna Cum Laude with
a Bachelor in Fine Arts Major in Sculpture from the University of the Philippines.
She works at the intersection of visual art and anthropology. Her practice is aimed
at developing a fieldwork method that can employ art as a collaborative tool for
mobilizing communities. She is a faculty member of the Fine Arts Department of the
Ateneo de Manila University.
Arvin Dimalanta’s (b. 1993, Makati City) practice revolves around community
architecture and community organizing. As an architecture graduate, he works for
a non-governmental organization that helps marginalized communities in finding
housing solutions. He is involved with Kadamay San Roque and is a co-convener
of Save San Roque alliance. He is exploring the medium of photography as a way to
document land loss and different methods of displacement.
Doktor Karayom (b. 1990, Pasay City) is a visual artist who uses storytelling to
entice his viewers. Moved by daily life and past experiences, he draws the lines
and shapes of his works using red as the dominant color in order to create murals
on walls or drawings on paper, with images that are familiar yet fresh. Red, for the
artist, signifies gore, humor, and the truth residing within both his pieces and their
spectators. He envisions his works as mirrors of oneself, society, and all in between.
Doktor Karayom is an alter ego. The artist identifies with the man on the street as he
goes on to shake up and penetrate the façade of the everyday.
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W. Don Flores (b. 1972, Dumaguete City) holds a BS Psychology from the Ateneo
de Manila University and an MFA from the California Institute of the Arts. His works
are in several private collections in the Los Angeles area and have been shown in
a number of group exhibitions and screenings, including Subject Matters (2013),
Mandarin Gallery, Los Angeles; The First Lucban Assembly: PAMUMUHUNAN
(Waiting for a capital) (2015), Lucban, Quezon; Debatable Screenings: A Curated
Series of Global Contemporary Video (2016), ArtCenter College of Design, Pasadena;
From Bandung to Berlin: If all of the moons aligned (2016), SAVVY Contemporary,
Berlin; Lost Frames: London (2017), Gasworks, London; and Place of Region in the
Contemporary (2018), Vargas Museum, Quezon City. He presently teaches art history,
art theory, and painting at the Silliman University Fine Arts Department.
Aaron Kaiser Garcia (b. 1998, Tacloban) is a performance-maker, choreographer,
and artist-manager. He is an alumnus of the Philippine High School for the Arts’s
Dance Program and is currently studying at the Intercultural Theatre Institute in
Singapore. He is a member of Komunidad X (KX), the collective arm of Sipat Lawin
Inc. (SLI). Garcia performed in the CCP Choreographers Series: Neo-Filipino and
Koryolab 2017. He has been part of Sipat Lawin Ensemble productions Are You
Ready to Take the Law Into Your Own Hands as choreographer and production
manager; Mad Forest as production manager; Edukasyon Artist Residency of the
Karnabal Festival 2017: Performance and Social Innovation as a project manager;
PerYaKToi Summer Multi-Arts Camp 2016 as a project manager and co-facilitator;
and Karnabal Festival 2015: Performance and Social Innovation as a participating
artist of PerYaKToi Young Performance-makers Platform. His work Dakel Saday: The
Unpublished Philippine Folk Dances of the Tasaday, Volume I has been featured in
CNN Philippines Life: “2018 in Philippine Art.”
Komunidad X
Komunidad X (KX) is an anti-disciplinary collective founded in 2018 and committed
to creating “life” performance for civic and social development. Comprised of social
actors working at the intersection of art, culture, and development, it is a collective
arm of Sipat Lawin Inc. (SLI), an edgework contemporary cultural laboratory. KX is
primarily based in Manila, cultivating a social ecology of performance development
platforms with different communities across the Philippines and around the world.

Czar Kristoff (b. 1989, Laguna) is an artist who works across photography, video,
performance, intervention, and publishing. His current practice is based on his
inquiry on re-structuring power, memory, identity, and space. His recent solo
exhibitions include A Series of Suspended Readings No. 2 (2020) at MO_Space,
Manila, A Series of Suspended Readings (2019) at The Drawing Room Gallery, Manila,
and New Refuge (2018) at District Gallery, Manila. He lives and works in Laguna,
Philippines.
Gym Lumbera (b. 1986, Batangas) “is a famous great magician, the cinematographer
of a new generation of major Filipino filmmakers...The hypersensitivity these directors
manage to impress on film owes a lot to his talent; you might call it an archive
sensitivity: it seems as though the only light that can shine through it is the fierce
brightness of some long-gone celestial body” (Jean-Pierre Rehm, film theorist,
critic, editor of Cahiers du Cinéma and artistic director of FIDMarseilles). Time,
language, myths, and form are the subjects Lumbera’s works explore, exhaust, and
examine. From his short, Class Picture (2012) to his feature film Anak Araw (2012),
all shot entirely on film, his works prove his boldness as a filmmaker, visual artist,
ethnographer, archivist, and unique visionary of the Filipino experience. In 2012,
he became a recipient of the Ani ng Dangal National Award for Cinema from the
President of the Philippines. He co-founded Tito & Tita, a film and art collective.
Through installation, film, photography, and collective actions, they explore the
spatial, architectural, performative, and cinematic elements of image-making, often
working with small-gauge film formats such as Super 8 and 16 mm. Tito & Tita and
Gym Lumbera have been featured in various festivals, institutions, and artist-run
spaces including the Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography, International
Film Festival Rotterdam, Toronto International Film Festival, Documenta (13), Tate
Modern (London), M+ (Hong Kong), and MoMA and The Museum of the Moving
Image (New York).

Mark Joseph Magallon (b. 1992, Manila) is a widefield astrophotographer and
engineer residing and working in Quezon City. He received a degree in Electronics
Engineering from the Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Maynila. Currently, he works with
Emerson, a multinational technology and manufacturing firm. His photographic
works have been published and featured in multiple platforms, as follows: “Picture
Perfect”, a photography-themed column of Manila Bulletin; and, Shutter Street, a
lecture series, exhibition, and extensive gathering of professional photographers
spearheaded by SM City North EDSA last 2019. He has been invited as a resource
speaker in various workshops and talks by Tokina Philippines, of which he is a
brand influencer, and Camera Haus. Magallon co-founded the social media page
AstroPinas, which gathers enthusiasts for nocturnal photowalks. He is also an
active member of the Philippine Astronomical Society. He dreamt of being an
astronaut as a child and considers astrophotography as a budding artistic practice
in the country.
Kat Medina (b. 1984, Manila) makes paintings and installations that are informed by
the sentience of the hand and negotiations of looking. She explores the performative
aspects of objects through the development of their interaction in contemporary
society. She currently resides in Quezon City. She graduated from Far Eastern
University and is currently pursuing a post graduate diploma in Archaeology at the
University of the Philippines.
Her work has been shown in a number of solo exhibitions such as Forever Folding
To Temper A Window To A Siphon Or A Knife, The Drawing Room (2016); The Solution
Before Itself, ESC Project, and Twice Removed, The Drawing Room (2015); It’s
Hard Being A Being, artist’s studio and residence (2013). She has been included
in international and local group exhibitions: Motions of this Kind: Propositions &
Problems of Belatedness, SOAS University of London (2019); Soft Pockets, Sampaguita
Projects (2018); The Game of the Real, Mono8 (2018); Casting Stones into Still Waters,
Mind Set Art Center, Taipei (2018); Elephant in the Room, Salon, Madrid (2017); Traffic,
Articulate Project Space, Sydney (2017). Medina was an artist in-residence at the
Programa de Residencias Matadero Madrid (AECID) in 2017.
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Lee Paje (b. 1980, Manila) makes use of unique materials such as oil on copper
painting, sculpture, and video to create works concerned with independence,
individuality, and identities. Her visual narratives reveal alternative realities
that bring attention to the restraints of gender inequality. She intertwines
contemporary lifestyles with the rigidity of past traditions. Once revealed, her
compositions are filled with seemingly personal anecdotes yet actually extend to
social, cultural, and historical commentary.
Lee graduated magna cum laude in Studio Arts from the College of Fine Arts,
University of the Philippines Diliman. Her undergraduate video work, Sit In My
Retina, won the college’s Dominador Castañeda Award for Most Outstanding
Thesis (2009). Her first solo exhibition titled Mater Potestatem (2011) was held at
Tin-aw Art Gallery. She was chosen in the 2014 Young Artist Discovery Section, Art
Taipei in Taipei, Taiwan and her entry Passage to the Land of Sugar for the 2018
Don Papa Rum art competition won the Grand Prize and People’s Choice Award.
She was an artist-in-residence in Art Omi (Ghent, NY) and has exhibited in the
Philippines, Singapore, and Taiwan.
Indy Paredes (b. 1988, Manila) took up painting at the University of the
Philippines, Diliman. He has participated in a number of exhibitions and has
shown work at 1335MABINI, Galleria Duemila, West Gallery, Tin-Aw Gallery, Ecole
Nationale Superieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris, and the Gwangju Biennale.
Paredes’s art practice is situated in a close understanding of the physicality
of Filipino urban culture, most especially the dynamics of living and creating
in residential spaces in congested areas in the metropolis. He examines the
interrelation of his perception of constructions in private and public spaces
and his study of the individual’s ways of negotiating with it through experiential
output in the form of large-scale site-specific sculpture and installation.
He insists on not limiting his work to a metaphorical reading, hence he chooses
to present a type of staged experience that is bound by his use of materials found
on actual sites—materials that are consequential to the framing of a specific
vantage point.
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Shireen Seno (b. 1983, Tokyo) is an artist and filmmaker. A recipient of the 2018
Thirteen Artists Award from the Cultural Center of the Philippines, she is known for
her films, Big Boy (2012), shot entirely on Super 8, about a boy whose parents believe
the taller he is, the better; and Nervous Translation (2018), about a girl who finds out
about a pen that can translate the thoughts and feelings of nervous people; it won
several awards, screened at MoMA as part of New Directors/New Films, at the Tate
Modern as part of their Artists’ Cinema programme, and at the Tokyo Photographic
Art Museum for Yebisu International Festival for Art & Alternative Visions. She and
long-time collaborator John Torres recently had their first solo exhibition, Cloudy with
a chance of coconuts, a collaborative installation and screening program at Portikus
in Frankfurt. She is also part of Tito & Tita, a film and art collective whose work
spans installation, film, photography and collective actions.
Tekla Tamoria (b. 1989, Quezon City) graduated from the University of the
Philippines College of Fine Arts with a Studio Arts degree, major in Painting.
After working in the advertising industry, she took up garments classes in a local
technical school to learn about the rudiments of tailoring. She has participated in
various group exhibitions since 2013 and was a featured artist in Art in the Park
2018 with her outdoor paper installation, Colony. She had her first solo exhibition
soon after, Baby Girl X at Kaida Contemporary, displaying floor-length gowns
made of her signature folded paper forms, and then had another show featuring
more biomorphic forms at Mono8 Gallery’s Collecting Floura. Tamoria was also
represented by Vinyl on Vinyl in the Asia Now Paris Asian Fair 2018 and Art Fair PH
2019 with her wearable fabric sculptures. She incorporated concrete for the first
time for her sculptures in Grace Period in 2019 at Vinyl on Vinyl, while her fourth solo
exhibition Manang at Kaida Contemporary in 2020 consists of appliqué tableaus.

Sidney Valdez (b. 1988, Muntinlupa) is a conceptual painter. After finishing a
Bachelor’s Degree in Fine Arts at Far Eastern University, 2011, he worked as
a graphic artist. He apprenticed with conceptual artist Mark Justiniani and
painter and sculptor Kat Medina. He is now a full-time artist based in Los Baños,
Laguna.
He held solo exihibitions at Vinyl on Vinyl Gallery (2019) and Sampaguita
Projects (2017 and 2019). He curated two group shows outside galleries, both
at residential spaces. He was part of Resetting The Clock, a group exhibition
at the Cultural Center of the Philippines in 2018, curated by Con Cabrera. His
works focus mainly on how death is directly related to the social and political
structures that hugely affect his personal view of existence, ideology, and art.
Valdez is also a human rights activist and draws subjects and concepts from
the horrors of neoliberalism, particularly in the Philippine context, which he
appropriates/juxtaposes with meme culture as an emblem of our time. His
works aim to provoke and be politically charged, while sustaining an often
dark and psychedelic humor and foregrounding the underlying absurdity in
realistically painted stock photos of familiar objects and faces in our popular
consciousness. He believes that art should always be critical and forward.
Gail Vicente (b. 1984, Quezon City) is an artist and archivist based in Manila,
Philippines. She studied Library and Information Science at the University of
the Philippines before shifting to Art Education at the College of Fine Arts. Since
2008, she has been exhibiting her works in various alternative art spaces and
galleries in Manila. She creates installations, drawings, and objects that explore
existence, conflict, transitions, and other everyday experiences. Since 2007 she
has been involved with the development of The Chabet Archive, an archiving
project by artist and curator Ringo Bunoan. Vicente is also a member of the
non-profit art organization King Kong Art Projects Unlimited and serves as
the organization’s archivist since its founding in 2010. She recently began her
training in the field of conservation. In 2019, together with colleague MM Yu,
she represented the organization as a grantee of the Asian Cultural Council to
research on artist archives and the conservation of contemporary art in New
York City under the mentorship of conservator Martha Singer. She has also
worked as an art teacher and is one of the founding members of the Manilabased artist-run initiative Project 20 with artist Robert Langenegger.

Tanya Villanueva (b. 1983, Valenzuela) has developed her practice over the
years from looking into work and production of art objects through the lens
of painting, photography, and craft; to exploring the perfomative nature of
this cultural labor through the use of video installations, textile projects, and
collaborations. Her art is informed by her work as a single-mother, a workingclass art practitioner and her struggle with chronic depression and anxiety.
Her work has been shown locally at institutions, commercial contemporary
galleries and artist-run spaces. She had various art projects outside the county
through artist-run spaces in Queens, San Francisco, as well as an exhibition at a
curator’s residence in Manhattan.
Villanueva holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Fine Arts from the University of the
Philippines and a Dressmaking certificate from Miriam College. She works and
lives in Quezon City, Philippines.
Alvin Zafra (b. 1978, Quezon City) has been making works by etching and
scratching found objects on the surface of sandpaper. The resulting marks
or images become the work’s surface information, resonating with the object
itself used in production. Throughout the years, he has worked with human and
animal bones, steel, bullets, knives, stones, and glass. He has exhibited works
in Manila, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, Poland, and Germany. His works were
also part of exhibitions at the Yinchuan Biennale in China (2016), the Mediations
Biennale in Poznan, Poland (2012), and the Mori Art Museum in Tokyo (2009). He
was shortlisted for the BMW Art Journey Prize in 2016. He received the Cultural
Center of the Philippines Thirteen Artists Award in 2015.
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Director
Patrick D. Flores (b. 1969, Iloilo) is Professor of Art Studies at the Department of
Art Studies at the University of the Philippines, which he chaired from 1997 to 2003,
and Curator of the Vargas Museum in Manila. He was one of the curators of Under
Construction: New Dimensions in Asian Art in 2000 and the Gwangju Biennale (Position
Papers) in 2008. He was a Visiting Fellow at the National Gallery of Art in Washington,
D.C. in 1999 and an Asian Public Intellectuals Fellow in 2004. Among his publications
are Painting History: Revisions in Philippine Colonial Art (1999); Remarkable Collection:
Art, History, and the National Museum (2006); and Past Peripheral: Curation in Southeast
Asia (2008). He was a grantee of the Asian Cultural Council (2010) and a member of
the Advisory Board of the exhibition The Global Contemporary: Art Worlds After 1989
(2011) organized by the Center for Art and Media in Karlsruhe and member of the
Guggenheim Museum’s Asian Art Council (2011 and 2014). With Joan Kee, he co-edited
the Southeast Asia issue of Third Text (2011). He convened in 2013, on behalf of the Clark
Institute and the Department of Art Studies of the University of the Philippines, the
conference “Histories of Art History in Southeast Asia” in Manila. He was a Guest Scholar
of the Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles in 2014. He curated an exhibition of
contemporary art from Southeast Asia and Southeast Europe titled South by Southeast
and the Philippine Pavilion at the Venice Biennale in 2015. He was the Artistic Director of
the Singapore Biennale in 2019 and has been appointed Curator of the Taiwan Pavilion
of the 2022 Venice Biennale.

Coordinator, Knowledge Production and Circulation
Roberto Eliseo G. Paulino (b. 1969, Quezon City) is Associate Professor and Chair
of the Department of Art Studies, University of the Philippines in Diliman. He holds a
double major in Visual Communication and in Art History (magna cum laude), an MA
in Philosophy, and a PhD in Philippine Studies all from UP Diliman. He was the recipient
of the Washington Sycip Award for Best General Education Learning Material given by
the UP Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, and co-author of a textbook on
contemporary Philippine Arts from the regions (2016).
He is Project Leader for Research of the University Collection Mapping Project in UP
Diliman, and Core Member of the Commission on Higher Education (CHED) Technical
Working Group for Teacher Training and Instruction Programs (TWG Teach TIP).
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Coordinator, Public Engagement and Artistic Formation
Renan G. Laru-an (b. 1989, Sultan Kudarat) is a researcher working curatorially from the
Philippines and in Southeast Asia. In 2012, he founded DiscLab | Research and Criticism
(2012-2015), a multidisciplinary platform and “virtual” organization for critical writing, theory,
discursive activities and research on Philippine contemporary art as well as visual and
network culture.

Coordinator, Exhibition and Curatorial Analysis
Tessa Maria Guazon (b. 1973, Manila) is curator and Assistant Professor of Art Studies at
the University of the Philippines, Diliman. Her curatorial and research projects center on
urbanization, city spaces, and place-making through contemporary art.
She has curated exhibitions for institutions, most recently: Lawas Public Art at the UP Diliman
campus grounds and Consonant Forms, Resonant Practice at the Yuchengco Museum, Makati
City. In 2017, she co-curated Tropical Cyclone at the Kuandu Museum of Fine Arts Taipei, Taiwan.
Her exhibition Plying the Seas, Divining the Skies explored place, belonging, and loss in new
media art, installations, and photographs of Taiwanese artists.
Current projects include the Southeast Asia Neighborhoods Network organized by the
Urban Knowledge Network Asia and the International Institute of Asian Studies Leiden, the
Netherlands. Her case study on art and gentrification considers the curatorial potential of
research-oriented projects. She curated Island Weather for the Philippine Pavilion at the 2019
Venice Arts Biennale.
She has received fellowships for research and fieldwork in Asia and has lived in Thailand,
Indonesia, Singapore, and Japan. She was recipient of the 2013 Nippon Foundation Asian
Public Intellectuals Fellowship and was researcher in residence at the Fukuoka Asian Art
Museum Japan in 2017. Her essays and reviews have been published in anthologies, academic
journals, and exhibition catalogs.
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Laru-an studies “insufficient” and “subtracted” images and subjects at the juncture of
development and integration projects through long-term inquiries, such as Promising Arrivals,
Violent Departures (ongoing), Herding Islands, Rats and the Anthropocene (2015), Lightning
Studies: Centre for the Translation of Constraints, Conflicts and Contaminations (CTCCCs) (2016),
and The Artist and the Social Dreamer (2017). He has (co-)curated festivals and exhibitions,
including the 6th Singapore Biennale: Every Step in the Right Direction, Singapore (2019);
Motions of this Kind, School of Oriental and African Studies, London (2019); A Tripoli Agreement,
Sharjah Art Foundation, Sharjah (2018); the 8th OK. Video – Indonesia Media Arts Festival,
Jakarta (2017), among others.
His independent scholarship has been supported by the Foundation for Arts Initiatives, the
National Commission for Culture and the Arts, and numerous curatorial residencies and
fellowships.
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Patrick D. Flores
Curator

The Jorge B. Vargas Museum and Filipiniana Research Center is
a modern and contemporary art museum at the University of the
Philippines, Diliman, Quezon City.

Opened to the public in 1987, the museum aims to preserve the art
collection and archives donated by Jorge B. Vargas, UP alumnus
and the Philippines’s first Executive Secretary during the American
Commonwealth period.

The museum has an active contemporary art program that harnesses its
modern art, archives, and library collections from the late 19th century
until the post-war era.
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Hiroaki Uesugi
Director

Tomoko Nakamura
Assistant Director

The Japan Foundation is an institution dedicated to carrying out
comprehensive international cultural exchange programs throughout
the world. With the objective of cultivating friendship and ties between
Japan and the world, through culture, language and dialogue, the Japan
Foundation creates global opportunities to foster friendship, trust and
mutual understanding. The Japan Foundation was established in October
1972 as a special legal entity supervised by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
In October 2003, it was reorganized as an independent administrative
institution.

Established in 1996 as the 18th overseas office, the Japan Foundation,
Manila has been fostering friendship and ties between the Philippines
and Japan for more than two decades through various activities in three
fields: Culture (arts and cultural exchange), Language
(Japanese language education overseas), and Dialogue (Japanese
studies and intellectual exchange).
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Patrick D. Flores
Director
The Philippine Contemporary Art Network (PCAN) is a recently initiated
public institution for contemporary art temporarily based at the
University of the Philippines Vargas Museum. In its preliminary phase,
it focuses on three activities: Knowledge Production and Circulation;
Exhibition and Curatorial Analysis; Public Engagement and Artistic
Formation. It endeavors to activate a network to coordinate a range
of interventions in contemporary art in the Philippines and to cast a
sharper profile for it on an inter-local and trans-regional scale. It is keen
to confront the requirements of research and discourse; curate art and
subject the curatorial gesture to critique; and propose modes of exciting
the public sphere of art, and in the process, harness the energies of
its agents.
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Object List
Tao at Kalawakan

Mark Joseph P. Magallon
Birthplace
2018
Lightbox and Duratrans

Built on Sand

Brisa Amir
Traces and Specters
(Bakas at Alingawngaw)
2019
Archival ink on tracing paper
mounted on wood frames

Nathalie Dagmang
Birth/Death
2019
Two-channel video

Edgardo Dico
Humble Object: Weaving Work
2019
Discarded plastic bag and straw twine
Work part of Humble Objects

Arvin Dimalanta
Lupang May Taning
2019
C-print on archival paper

Arvin Dimalanta
Lupang May Taning
2019
Field notes, children’s book, zine/
booklet, map of vendor’s house

Doktor Karayom
KALBO
2019
Acrylic on wall

Doktor Karayom
KALBO
2019
Fiberglass resin sculpture

Czar Kristoff
Temporary Property
2019
Sampaguita garlands

Czar Kristoff
Temporary Property
2019
Acetone transfers on wall

Indy Paredes
Detachment
2019
Wood assemblage
Work part of a knowing intimacy or a life

Alvin Zafra
Patse-patse
2019
Digital C-print on photo paper

Alvin Zafra
Patse-patse
2019
Pencil and pen on paper (map drawings)

Lantay ni Kuya Mario
Mario Osmik, 30 years old
Fruit Vendor and Lantay Maker
Manalili Street, Carbon Public Market
Work part of Humble Objects

Alvin Zafra
Patse-patse
2019
Cement, steel table, clear acrylic sheet
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Humble Objects

Jay Nathan Jore
Downtown Series
2019
Digital print on vinyl sheets,
lightbox mounted in bangkitos

Bangko ni Tatay Carmelo at Nang Teresita
Carmelo and Teresita Binario
62 and 58 years old
Ukay-ukay Vendor
Freedom Park, Downtown Cebu City

Bangkito ni Nanay Dory
Dory Bordalba, 59 years old
Jewelry Repairer
Magallanes Street, Downtown Cebu City

Bangko ni Noy Edwin
Edwin Kirat, 58 years old
Jewelry Repairer
Lincoln Street, Downtown Cebu City

Bangko ni Ate Elizabeth
Elizabeth Kentanir, 32 years old
Vegetables, Spices Vendor
3rd Unit, Vegetable Section,
Carbon Public Market

Bangkito ni Tatay George
George Lupos, 63 years old
Side Car Owner
M.C. Briones St., Carbon Public Market

Bangkito ni Nang Marevic
Marevic Zamora, 40 years old
Barbecue and Small Eatery Owner
Freedom Park, Downtown Cebu City

Bangkito ni Tatay Maricio
Maricio Caballero, 56 years old
Jewelry Repairer
Magallanes Street, Downtown Cebu City

Bangko ni Kuya Paul
Paul Gudia, 32 years old
Fish and Seafood Vendor
Wet Section, Carbon Public Market

Bangko ni Tatay Ricky
Ricardo Perdis, 42 years old
Fruit Vendor, Kurmata and Bangkito Maker
Manalili Street, Carbon Public Market
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a knowing intimacy or a life

Rocky Cajigan
Epidermis
2019
Site-specific mixed-media installation

Lesley-Anne Cao
Intro, outro, bridge
2019
Works of the artists from 2019

Czar Kristoff
Temporary Property
2019
Prints
Work part of Built on Sand

Kat Medina
half-life
2019
Site-specific mixed-media
installation and mural

Lee Paje
Pagpamulak
2018/2019
Installation
Originally commissioned for Lawas: Site
Specific Art Projects of the UP Diliman
Festival of Culture and the Arts 2018:
Kat(h)awan: Bodies, Culture, Society, a project
of The Office of the Chancellor, through the
Office for Initiatives in Culture and the Arts

Indy Paredes
Detachment
2019
Site-specific installation

Allan Balisi
Span of the Image
2016
Oil on canvas

Bea Camacho
Uncommon Threads
2019
Archival pigment prints

W. Don Flores
Annnotations (set 1a) for the tongue
of a little known bird
2019
Graphite, letter transfer, and vinyl paint
on paper and Dura-Lar

Aaron Kaiser Garcia with Komunidad X
Dakel Saday: The Unpublished Philippine
Folk Dances of the Tasaday, Volume 1
2018/2019
Single-channel video projection with sound

Gym Lumbera
The Black Dog Which Causes Cholera
2019
Mixed-media installation with slide
projections

Shireen Seno
A child dies, a child plays, a woman is
born, a woman dies, a bird arrives, a bird
flies off (CCTV edition)
2019
Mixed-media installation with
multichannel video, sound

Tekla Tamoria
Vegetating Alter/native Histories
2019
Textile and thread with cement stand
Work part of Variations of the Field

Variations of the Field
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Tekla Tamoria
Vegetating Alter/native Histories
2019
Single-channel video with sound

Tekla Tamoria
Vegetating Alter/native Histories
2019
Assorted paper with wire armature

Tekla Tamoria
Vegetating Alter/native Histories
2019
Paper with acrylic frame

Tekla Tamoria
Vegetating Alter/native Histories
2019
Paper

Sidney Valdez
New Territories
2019
Neon LED light, oil and black light paint
on canvas and burlap, steel trolley stand,
acrylic glass

Gail Vicente
Sumpa Kita
2019
Scent, sound, book and banner from the
Vargas Library and Archives

Tanya Villanueva
If you leave me, you will be gone
2019
Single-channel video projection with sound,
dye and acrylic on canvas, ink on paper,
found objects
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